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"We argue for . . more flexible and more tolerant
definitions of sex roles, because the livelihood and
health of the American nation depends upon the
talents of all its members, because the absence of
restrictive stereotypes enhances the liberty and
human potential of all persons, and because simple
fairness and equity demand it."
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PREFACE

I his handbook and the three films On sex role stereotyping in schools
which accompany it ( HEY! WHAT A BOU r t_Js? I IS FOR IMPOR-
TANT, and ANTH1NG THEY WAN1 I o BL) are meant to help teachers

be,:ome loA. are of w hat sex role stereotyping is. 1 hey do not indicate how
change takes place or what the most effective methods of changing stereo-

ped perceptions m teachers and students are. `I hat is the work of other
cut rem and future projects by our staff and others around the country. The
iIui tacilitate observation. The handbook suggests classroom activities and

discussion questions Mneh explore the concept of sex role stereotyping in
schools: it also provides factual information about sex differences.

This handbook can be used as a text by professors of teacher education
courses, as assigned reading for students. or as a resource for anyone wanting
information about sex role stereotyping and scx differences. In addition to
the handbook, a short guide containing discussion questions and course or
workshop activities accompanies the films. Much of the material in this guide
has been excerpted from various sections of the handbook.

The films and teacher handbook were produced under a one-year Protocol
Materials grant from the LS.S. °nice of Education, and were a-joint under-
taking of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research and Develop-
ment and the Stanford Center for Research and Development in Teaching.
I he protect adhered LCI a research-and-development process which followed
these basic steps:

! Literature review and concept delinition: revi twing and abstracting of
the literature on sex differences and sex role ste cotyping in schools; de-
fining of the concept to he illustrated.
2. Chissroom observation: observtition of teachers and students in 12

schools irr the Bay Area (mostly elementary, some secondary); interview-
ing of wilt:hers and students . for the purpose of collecting extimples of
sex role stereotyping in schools ( every example written (In a 5 x 8 card).
3. Refining of concept definition: sorting of 5 x 8 cards into categories of
physical, intellectual, social and emotional sex role stereotyping (non-
examples and ambiguous examples discarded).
4. Script writing: creating. through collabortaion of project staff :Ind ti

professional writer, of three film Scripts on physical, intellectual/career,
and social:emotional sex role stereotyping, incorporating examples from
the observations and interviews; each script critiqued by consultants with
teaching experience in changing stereotypes in schools.
5. Filming: coordination of project staff andjechnical crew to film the 22
scenes of the films in seven schools in the Bay Area; teaching parts playgd
by actors with teaching experience; student parts generally played by
children who had a familiarity with the subject or situation they enacted
(they used their own words, within the framework of each scene).

fl Editing: collaboration of project and technical stafT to edit footage into
three !Thus totalling 34 minutes; critiquing by teacher education staff at
three stages during the editing process.
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7. Field testing: evaluation of potency and acceptability of the hlms by
the Program on feachinl, Effectiveness at the Stanford Center for Re-
search and Development in -Feaching.

Inindbook is divided into two nniin sections: teaching informiition
ai research information. The teaching information includes:

k,i/c,57ercutypine: It'hot IS IC: an introduction to the topic.
The Films: transcripts of each scene, as well as interpretations of their

content and suggested activities for course participants.
Recimonenclations for Using the it.faterials: suggested procedures for use

with adult and student groups, and possible discussion questions.
Rources: organizations and publications helpful to teachers wantine

more information and materials defining the probtEm of sex role stereo-
typing in schools and strateeies to eliminate it.

I he research information includes:

nons ot terms related to sex role stereotyping.

tifs- associated with interpreting research on sex differences.
Inipurtauc' of heine familiar with research which attempts to sort out the

facts from the myths about sex differences.
i)ter1ü'lt of the research on sex role socialization and on physical, in-

tellectual, and social and emotional sex differences.

IllhlioKraphy of references mentioned throughout the handbook.
,Vhen people discuss the films there is usually controversy itbout the

importance of the issue, about what stereotypes are illustrated, and about
whether and how the stereotypes should be changed. The expression of these
conflicting views is the meims by which iiwzireness of the issue is created,
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SEX ROLE STEREOTYPING:

WHY IS IT AN ISSUE?

Just as for A.nturies human beings have been pigeonholed according to
color, similarly they have been characterized according to sex: man, the
producer; woman, the dependent. We are livina in a time when this pigeon-
hole system is being openly questioned. As consciousness has gown, it has
become apparent that one area where elimination of sex stereotyping must
be initiated is in the classroom.

The films and this handbook on scx role stereotyping are directed to the
teacher and to the prospective teacher concerned with helping children ful-
fill their potential roles in life. The agent for exposing that potential can be
the teacher. But the teacher, no matter how "liberated," has two rows to
hoe if she or he is to succeed in that exposure: the child's background and the
teacher's own background.

A child, by the time school life begins has spent five years at home where
often dolls are designated for girls, trucks and guns for boys. Roles have been
set by adults who want boys to be "all boy" and girls to bc "feminine."
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P.trents and others may telegraph .ilarrn if children don't meet these
tiuns and the result may he chiklren coming to the classroom silently con-
fused. A teacher, conscientious about overcoming sexism in the classroom,
soon realizes that a child's experiences may be in direct conflict with what
she or he is trying to tOStLI I child for whom ill kinds of possibilities exist.

Often, too. that potential is not realized because all of us have our own
sets and pass them on. As one educational researcher points out,
ironically, teachers, former victnns of sex typing in the socializzition process,
become its new transmitters.- (Frazier and Sadker, 1973)

Just how does this transmission take place? Look at a survey of junior
high school tcaehers ss ho Aerc asked to list the characteristics of good male
and good lemale students. Kemer. 1965 Here are the adjectives they used:

Ai/pal/rev necribinQ
Goo,/ /ale Students-

liecrivev 1)e,t
utile .Stliticlit

apriciatixc active
cairn adventurous
,miscientious aegressive
,:onsideraie assertive
Losiperati...e curious
mannerly enmetic
poised enterpi isimf
sensime frank
dependable independent
efficient inventive
mature
obln2ing
tholawob

In all likelihood, these teachers presumably both women and menhe-
heved themselves -conscientious," -sensitive" and "mature," as well as
-curious." -frank" and -inventive- when they approached this study. But.
apparently, they were not seeing their students in the same light in their
Llassrooms and counselinu chambers. Their own behavior toward their
students placed these students in categories or pigeonholes which could
inhibit psychological, social. economic and political growth for a lifetime.

Fortunately, in this nation awareness is growing that sexism is detrimental
to ith sexes, psycholoLtically as well as economically. More and more, one
secs articles decrying the fact that women have been shunted into menial
jobs. have had their economic rights ignored and even legislated away, and
that men are under pressures detrimental to their health and sanity.

Politically, until recent times women have been invisible and have had
little hand in influencing their individual and collective rights, an irony in a
nation that commends itself as a democracy. But times are changing and
many women ore no longer willing to accept second class citizenship. Nor
need they. Introduction of the Equal Rights Amendment, which has been
ratilied by 33 of the 38 requisite state legislatures. inspired the formation of
polidcal action groups, including the Nfitional Women's Political Caucus in
1971_ Its purpose: to heighten the political awareness of women, who con-
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per cent of the voting population. State and regional caucuses have
also formed 11-id for the tirst time. in the 1972 political conventions, women
were represented in state delegations in "reasonable" rado to their presence
in the population.

Coming closer to hometo schoolsTitle IX of the Higher Education
ACE Of 972 prohibits discrimimition because of sex in educational programs
ranging from preschools to universities that receive federal funding. This
legislation is expected to have important effects on discrimination in hiring
of teachers, gninting of leave for pregnant teachers, physical education, sex
education, shop and home economics ckisses, extracurricular activities, and
university admissions and hiring. Guidelines for Title IX have been proposed
by the Office of Civil Rights, Department of Health, Education and Welfare.

As of July 1972, the Equi.11 Pay Act of 1963 was changed to provide
coverage for professional and ;idministrative employees in private and public
preschools. elementary and secondary schools and on up, The Equal Op-
portunity Act of 1972 extends the enforcement of the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and coverage of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 to employees of public and private educational facilities. This means
it is no longer leaal to discriminate in employment because of race, color,
religion, national originor sex.

Obviously, if it has taken this long to legislate against discrimination in em-
ployment, it's aoing to take even longer to redirect our thinking in many
other spheres. lf, legally. sex discrimination cannot exist on the employment
scene, what is being done to prepare young children and adolescents for the
employment opportunities now open to all?

Statistics show that while more boys than girls drop out of high schools,
more men than women finish college. In hiah school, many girls lose their
momentum academically. Mztrriage is still held up as the goal for young
women to seek; future employment is considered less important. Boys are
encouraged to study a wide range of careers; girls are limited to as few as
four. Yet. statistics show that offering girls limited opportunities does not
correspond with the facts of life in the U.S.: that most women, sooner or
later, must worknot merely to supplement income but to earn income as
the heads of households.

Consider these simple facts: nine out of ten females will work at some
time in their lives. Seventy-five per cent of the nation's "menial" jobshouse-
keeping. dressmaking, bookkeeping, typing, waitressing, etc. are held by
womenby women who have to work. Between 1960 and 1970, the number
of firnilies incretsed only 14 per cent, The number of families headed by
men with incomes below the poverty line, ($3,700 for a family of four) was
reduced by onchalf. while the number of poor families headed by women
remained virttkilly unchimged. More than five million farnilies in the U.S.
are headed by women and nearly two million of these families are on welfare.
(Berkeley Unified School District Women's Task Force, 1972)

Not only do women find themselves more often in the menial jobs, they
also find themselves getting lower wages for them. Women who aspire to
the professions also receive far lower salaries than men. For example, ac-
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cording to 1970 Census figures comparing median wages of men and women,
women professional and technical workers received about 54,000 a year
less than men; -non-farm managers," Officials and proprietors, over $5,000
less; clerical workers, about $3.000 less; sales workers, nearly 56,000 less;
'operatives," $3,000 less. Hopefully, with the recently enacted legislation,

sonic of these figures will change.
In the meantime, these statistics do not always find their way into the

offices of school counselors. In th-ir study of sex discrimination in schools,
the Citizen's Advisory Council on the Status of Women (1972) noted: "Many
counselors and te;ichers lack information ;And sensitivity to changing life
patterns of women to widening vocational and higher educational oppor-
tunities resulting from changing attitudes and equal legislation."

Generally, too, girls develop a poor opinion of themselves and of other
girls abilities and have a far higher opinion of men and their abilities. Girls'
low self-steem increases rather than declines with schooling,---it appears to
he nurtured by it. in fact. Girk are given short shrift when it comes to sports,
physical education and extracurricular activities. The Citizen's Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, which observed shortcomings in counseling,
expresse6 the bOief that -short-changing of girls in physical education and
sports deprives them of the opportunity to establish life-time habits of ex-
ercise which lead to a high level of continuing good health in adult life."

A male physical education teacher expresses this view: "Sports and male
chauvinism go hand-in-hand in our culture. The myths of universal male
aggressiveness, male dominance, male superiority are daily confirmed in the
practice of sports in the schools. In most schools, boys' physical education
is given preference over girls' physical education in space, time, and sched-
uling, Most important of all, male physical education teachers laugh their
wav through sex education, teaching a double standard so blatant it would
anger the editor of a provincial newspaper's most conservative women's
page." Wonesor, 1072)

If women are pressured out of sports. boys are pressured into sports; the
same physical education teacher asks: "How many male sexual identities are
threatened and destroyed because young people do not have the athletic
ability to live up to the model of the strong-man-athlete-hero-victor held
up by the schools and by society as a sexual ideal?- (Vonesor. 1972)

In extracurricular activities, girls arc not as evident on debating and
chess teams, school newspapers, safety patrols, etc. They are limited in their
choice of instruments for the school band. They can answer thc phone in
the schoui office. Boys may be excluded from activities in the fine arts
dance, poetry. etc. And so sexism flourishes, obviously as noted above, and
more often, in subtle ways in the classroom and on the playing fields.

Sex role bias c;in appear in the classroom in a teacher's seating arrzinge-
merits, choice of "helpers,- casual remarks to students, less casual remarks
in lectures. It exists in the non-discussed -dress codes." Long, careful
nervation is required before solutions can be achieved. Teachers who look
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around their schools at children, other teachers, administrators and cur-
riculum materials for signs of sex stereotyping really must begin with exam-
ining themselves. As one woman teacher has written:

"Before we auetipt to change children's behavior or our behavior with them,
we have to examine how we feel about ourselves as women or men. Cart we
teach girls to respect themselves and take themselves seriously if we, as
women, do not have the same attitudes toward ourselves?" (Mac Ewan,
1972)

Nor can men help boys to become flexible, sensitive people if they cannot
share decision making or express their emotions.

There are signs that teachers in the United States are already embarked
on this kind of self-examination, Take "A Chauvinistic Index for Education"
that one publication for educators printed. (Van Vuuren, 1972) The Index
brings out some of the day-to-day remarks that teachers casuallyand tra-
ditionallymake and some of the assignments they give. The questions:

I. Do you generally ask boys to do heavy work and perform executive
duties in the classroom, and girls to do light work and secretarial
chores?

2a. Do you pity girls who arc unable or unwilling to be fashionable or
call special attention to those who are fashionable?

2b, Do you pity boys who are unable or unwilling to be athletic or call
special attention to those who are athletic?

3. Do you react negatively to boys who have long hair or to girls who
wear slacks?

4. Do you plan different activities, or different adaptations of the same
activity, for boys and for girls?

5. Do your lessons include more exciting role models for boys than for
girls? (Do you stereotype women as housewives, mothers, or workers
in menial or supportive positions?)

6. Do you use slang terms such as sissy, fag, tomboy, chick, etc.?

7. Do you say, "Boys shouldn't hit girls," "Ladies before gentlemen,"
"Ladies don't talk that way?"

8. Do you expect girls to be more verbal and artistic than boys. or boys
to be more mathematical and scientific than girls?

9. Do you feel it is more important to help boys sort out career options
than it is to help girls'?

10. Do you tend to discipline girls verbally and leniently, but boys phys-
ically and strictly?

These questions fall generally_ into three categories: physical sex role
stereotyping ("boys ore strong, girls are weak"), social- motional sex role
stereotyping ("boys should be boys, girls should be feminine" and "boys
don't cry, girk do cry") imd intellectual-career sex role stereotyping ("boys

1 5
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can lix things. girls assist- and -boys are doctors, girls are nurses"). In the
last category there is room for another observation that may bring twinges
at the adult level: "Women are teachers, men are principals." In California,
for example, almost 67 per cent of the public elementary zmd secondary
school tezichers zire women, yet men hold 82 per cent of the elementary prin-
cipalships, 96 per cent of the junior high pricipalships and 98.5 per cent of
the senior high principalships. (Berkeley Unified School District Womep's
Task Force, 1972 )

Thus, the fact that the majority of U.S. teachers arc women and the
majority of U.S. school administrators are men drives home a point: Teach-
ers themselves have been victims of a sexist system. Women have been
passed over often for administrzitive roles; men interested in entering the
clzissroom have been told that it is "female territory." Sexism has affected
teachers lives economically zind psychologically. This fact alone may provide
000d reason for teachers to look at the wzmy they regard the potential of their
students. Must children be stymied in the same way? If the answer is no,
take a look at the doll corner. Any boys playing there? Take a look at the
v,orkbench_ Any girls hammering there? Better yet, take a look at the books
the ._;tudents are reading. MUSE clever Dick always triumph over weak Jane?

Wc realize a teacher can't combat sexism alone. Children are in school
up to six hours a day; the rest of the time they are in the outside world,
playing with friends, watching television, reading on their own, interacting
with their families. These experiences enter the school door with them. If
boys don't allow girls to p1-ay baseball on the sandlot, they're not going to
chzinge their minds (without gentle coercion) on the school playground. If
boys arC chased out of the fanffiy kitchen, they're not going to feel encouraged
to try cooking in school_ Fathers and mothers express anxiety about mas-
culinity and femininity in their children, relzttives and friends chime in
television commercials promote false images of "manhood- (the Marlboro
Man) and of -womanhood" ("my bleach is better than yours"). The variety
of ethnic and religious admonitions regarding sex stereotyping figure in
children's behavior as well.

As the Resources chapter in this handbook indicates, some assistance is
available to teachers concerned with eliminating sex role stereotyping from
their clztssrooms. Books, films ;And reports itre being written on the subject.
Some organizations have become national headquarters for curricula (ele-
mentary, secondary. higher education) that challenge sex role stereotyping.
Local organizations, such as chapters of the National Organization of Wo-
men (NOW), school district women's task forces, and parents' groups, are
holding or sponsoring workshops. Concern is growing. The number of tools
is increasing.

Obviously, changing one's own attitude, the attitudes of parents, other
teachers and administrators and, to top it all, revising curricula are enor-
mous tasks. Monday morning can be the start but the distance to run is long
and largely uncharted. Much that needs to be known is not known; research-,
ers in sox role stereotyping admit that. But there is sufficient information
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available to get going and there is, certainly, sufficient reason. Ideally, edu-
cators have maintained, the purpose of school is to help children discover
the best within themselves and to begin using it. Sexism cripples that worthy
intention. Gradual effort to destroy stereotyping, which has been destructive
to boys and girls, men and women, will help accomplish it.
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THE FILMS: TRANSCRIPTS,

INTERPRETATIONS,

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES

The Protocol films address three different areas in which sex role stereo-
types are common. HEY! WHAT ABOUT US? covers stereotypes in phys-
ical activities; I IS FOR IMPORTANT deals with social and emotional
stereotypes (interpersonal interactions, personality characteristics), and
ANYTHING THEY WANT TO BE includes stereotypes in intellectual
functioning and career preparation. The stereotypes are presented in a variety
of school contextsin the classroom, on the playground, during and after
school hours. between teachers and students, and among students.

The annotafions following the transcript of each scene contain an inter-
pretation of the scene's main points and an activity which a preservice or
inservice instructor might assign to students. These activities include: re-
search question's, classroom observation, investigation of sex role stereotyp-
ing in local institutions, examination of curricula for sex role bias, thinking
about curricula to eradicate sex role stereotypes, selected readings, and
discussion questions.

The transcripts contain ordy the verbal portion of each scene. We did
not want to risk biasing the viewer by describing or interpreting the non-
verbal and physical actions and interactions.

HEY! WHAT ABOUT US?

Sex Role Stereotyping

in Physical Activities

This film describes sex role stereotyping in various types of physical ac-
ivities in schoolsin physical education, on the playground, in rambunc-

us activity in classrooms, in references to physical prowess in curriculum
materials.
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Special Note on Scenes 1-4
The first four scenes of this film represent interactions n which sex role

stereotypes arc absent or relatively absent_ Girls and boys are engaged in
activities typical of the opposite'sexa girl displays competence in football
in Scene I ; or a boy is skilled in dancing in Scene 4. The activities in these
scenes challenge the usual conceptions of "masculinity" and 'femininity."
Thus . while physical aggression is stereotypically masculine, the boys in
Scene 2 do not submit to pressures to continue fighting. Similarly, Scene 3
ixirtrays a girl who is not "fragile," and can successfully compete with ;.1 male
opponent. These four somewhat idealized scenes may seem unusual to the
viewer because all of us, to some extent, believe social stereotypes; that is,
they may seem "unnatural" in addition to being-atypical.

SCENE 1

G: Vanessa, you're goi nu to go out long and cut short. Troy, you're going
to go out short and cut long. Okay, Seton, you're going to center it to
me and you two guys are going to watch fo: me. Okay, break!

Hike one, hike two, hike three!
Ss: Yay! Boo!

Main Pointe
The performance of the girls highlights the fact that girls are quite
capable of excelling at traditionally "masculine" sports.
In this scene, girls and boys are involved in team work_ This is happen-
ing today in very few places in this country.
The fact that the two sexes are playing the same sport indicates they
have had equal opportunities to gain the skills of the game. Again, this
is not yet true in most schools.

Instructional Activity
Can you find specitic infornintion in this handbook's chapter on physical

differences to support or refute the picture of girls' athletic ability portrayed
in this scene?

SCENE 2

T: Move yard! You aren't supposed to walk backward all your life!
A tta way, Sergio. go after himkeep your guard up, come on, Ter-
rance, go forwardthat's more like it. yeah. Come on, Sergio, he's
wide open there for yougo on, move. Now come on back now, move
back L. little bitnow move in on him. That's it. Keep your guard up,
Terrance, lead with the left now. Lead with the left and then come on
around him. That's a boy. What's the matter with you, are you
chicken? Come on, Terrance, move in on him. No, no, no, no, that's
no good, you've got to keep moving forward, Terrance. Keep your
guard up, you're letting it down, Sergio, you're going to pop him one.
Why don't you go ahead? Are you afraid? Come on, hit him now, don't
be afraid. Come on, Sergio, you're backing up, don't be afraid. Come
on, move in, that's a boy, that's a boy. Come on, Sergio,'now don't
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start hacking up. Go in. drive. drive. That's it. lead with the leftvHu

Are you going to let it hanu there? Come on, okay, let's go, that's a
boy, come onhey. what are you doing? Hey, is this some new way
of boxinu. you guys? What's going on? Where are you two guys going?
Come on. you guys, you two guys over there, come on, let's go.
Let's show these guys how to box. Let's have something going on.

Main Points

The popular definition of manhood as expressed in the coach's eagerness
to ilave the boys fight to the finish implies: It is better to cause physical
harm than to be thought of as chicken.
The scene presents the possibility of a different set of values. When
the boys confront the coach by stopping the fight before one of them
gets hurt, they arc saying: We are not equal fighters. One of us is going
to gct hurt. It is more honorable to end the fight than cause physical
harm.

Instructional Activity

Reiid the book Unbecoming Men. (Bradley. M., L. Danchick, M. Eager,
imd T. Wodctski, W:ishington, J. J.: Times Change Press, 1971) What are
some of the ways these men define manhood that differ from current stereo-
typic definitions?

JUDO CLASS SCENE 3

Main Points

= Girls can ptrtornm competently in physicid disciplines that requirL high
skill.

= Girls can survive apparently rough activity as well tis boys..
Girls can learn to defend themselves skilifully.

Instructional Activity

Visit a judo or karate studio and observe a class that has both women
and men or girls and boys. Choose one or two personsan instructor, a
female participant, or a parent of a participantand ask: Since learning
this art (or: teaching it, w,atching your ehild learn), have any of your assump-
tions, expectations or ideas about what girls can do in sports changed? If
not. what did you previously think that you still think about girls' capabilities
in sports?

DANCE CLASS SCENE 4

Main Points
Dance as an art form is an appropriate activity for men.
The high school age dance leader in this scene has already obtained
considerable skill as a'dancer, If he is attempting to develop a career
as a dancer, it is unfortunate he will not have an opportunity to study
dance within the high school curriculum.

Instructional Activity
Investigittc the situation in a local school district. Are the_ ny dance or

other art classes which are offered only to women?
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SCENE 5

T: Okay, yesterday we all read a story about a baseball game and prom-
ise. Now, let's review the important part of that story. Bob had prom-
ised his sister one turn at bat. It was the last inning and the score was
tied. Lisa, can you tell me what happened?
Urn, can I read it?

T: Yes, go ahead.
-G: Okay. -The pitch was high . very high, in fact. It looked like it was com-

ing straight at Susie's head. She ducked, and as she did the ball hit
the bat. It rolled so slowly down the third base line, the catcher threw
off his mask and raced down to pick it up. But Stan was already half-
way tip the baseline. The catcher never even saw him run by. And
Stan had scored the winning run on Susie's hit. And it had all been
an accident."

T: Let's talk about the point of the story: promises. Why did Bob let his
sister have a turn at bat? Seton?

B: Well, I guess he did have to keep his promise,
T: Do you think it was a true story?
B: Yeah, I guess it could be.
T: Why?
B: Because no girl could ever hit a ball and win a game except by acci-

dent.

Main Points

- Some literature and textbooks communicate and reinforce stereotypes.
- A teacher can perpetrate or reinforce the stereotypes expressed in print

by not pointing out and correcting this form of bias.
- The scene highlights the following stereotype: Girls are not capable

of excelling in sports.

Instructional Activity
View slides on sex role stereotyping in textbooks. There are currently

several such slide shows available. One often-used slide package on sex role
stereotyping in children's readers can be obtained from Women on Words
and Inlages, Box 2 163, .Princeton, New Jersey 08540.

SCENE 6
B, I'll take Barry,
B,: Willy.
13: We're going to beat yot. guys.
B,: Sean,
B,: Troy.
B,: I guess we've gut enough.
B,: Let's go.
0, : Hey. what about us?
B ,: Well, what about you?
G : We want to play.
B,: You can't play.
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B : Come on ve back the ball. You ain't playing ball no matter what,
anyway.

0,: Not until we get to play.
B.: You can't play and you know it I bet you can't even bat, you can't

even pitch.
G,: I bet I can bat better than you.
B,: Give the ball back,
B: Come on, we Rot the ball, let go!
B: Let's go play some baseball.

Main Point

- One of the results of stereotypes communicated by society and reinforced
by biased textbooks is the exclusion of one sex from activities practiced
by the other.

Instructional Activity
Examine your own beliefs. Can you think of one or two sports activities

which you think should or could not be performed by women? By men?
What feelings and evidence form the basis for your opinion? What feelings
and evidence could be used to argue the opposite point of view?

SCENE 7
T: Okay, Terrance, now come on, tell mewhat seems to be the trouble?
B: These boys, they were outside, they came over and then one of them

took my glasses.
T: What happened? That's all right, go ahead, that's all right, don't be

afraid.
B: He ran away and he dropped them and broke them.
T: Aw, gee, that's a shame. Well, I'll tell you, we'll get to the bottom of

the problem. We'll solve it for you. But, you know, son, there is one
--thing I think you'd better work on, and that's sort of being able to

stand up on your own two feet. You know, do you have something on
your mind? What do you do at home?

B: I want to be a scientist.
T: A what?
B: A scientist.
T: A scientist. Hm, well, that's all right, but you know when you get out

in the big, wide world there's one thing that you are going to have to
learn, and that is that somebody who has a body that can do 25 good
push-ups, he is going to be admired as much or maybe even more than
some scientist up in a crummy old laboratory. You've gotta be a man.

Main Points

- The popular or folk definition of -being a man" often implies the pos-
session of considerable physical prowess and the willingness to express
physical aggression when psychological or physical strength is chal-
lenged.

- Those boys who are not physically strong and aggressive may at times be
taunted by other students.
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Success in sports is often a more highly valued standard for boys than
success in school subjects; this type of success may be regarded as fem-
inine. ( However, science, the subject referred to in this scene, is fre-
quently considered a masculine subject area.)

Instructional Activity
. Observe the boys in your class or arrange to observe several physical

education periods in another teacher's classroom. Can you identify boys
who are not interested in sports or hesitant to participate because they are
not skilled? Does this create any special problems for these boys? Estimate
what percentage of the boys in this class would express or exhibit hesitation
or negative emotions about some sports experiences if they felt free to do so.

SCENE EI

Gs: Maja . don'they don'tcome on.
I . 2 1 4, 5, 6, 7, S

T: Girls, girls. relax. That's enough.

B: Hey. I want that!
T: Hey, hey, troops, what's going on here? Oh, slides, huh? Whose i
B: Mine. I had it and he took it from the microscope.
T: Oh, come on. let's save it for later, huh? Come on.
B: But I was looking through it, and he snatched it,
T: Later, huh. okay?

Main Points
it is expected that girls will be demure and quiet, that boys will be rough
and playful.
Girls are more likely to be reprimanded by teachers than boys for es-
sentially similar roughhousing.
This differential treatment on the part of the teache. may have a strong
impact on the children, causing them to behave in conformance with
the stereotypes, and thus fulfill the prophecy the stereotype prescribes.

Instructional Activity
Use the handbook (particularly the section on soc zation) to find re-

search that supports the following statement: Some personality and behavior
attributes that are considered inherent differences between males and females
may actually be learned differences.

SCENE 9
T: Are you all right?
13: Yeah.
T: Oh, you're okay.

T: Are you hurt? That was really quite a fall. Are you going to be okao
Main Points

The scene highlights the stereotypes: I ) Boys are tough, they can tokc
a lot of physical abuse without getting hurt; 2) Girls are fragile, they can
be easily hurt in physical play.
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-11-ic communication and reinforcement of stereotypes involve a compli-
cated chain of events:

As a consequence of these stereotypes, teachers sometimes treat
girls and boys differently in situations involving physical danger.
Such differential treatment of girls and boys is one way a teacher
might communicate unequal sex role expectations.
As a cunsequence of this differential teacher treatment, a boy who
is hurt may not get the physical or psychological attention tic needs:
a girl may be treated in an overprotected manner.
And possibly as a cvnsequence of the differing expectations, girls at
times react more emotionally to physical risk, and boys react with
more self-confidence.

Instructional Activity

Discuss whether this ,ind ogler examples of differential t 'atment in phys-
ical activities relate to future career choices? If so, how and to what categories
Of career choices? if not, explain.

SCENE 10
T: Hi. Richard, come on in.
B: Would you show me some of those steps?

Okay. It's very basic, start with the right foot out, to the side, then
go down, two, three, four, and do eight of those, Right? Okay, We'll
start from there. One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, and up
again. Six, seven, eight and come down all in one thrust. One, hold
for four, three. four, then come up on your right foot. Bring it up,
one, two, three, four.

B: You know, I don't really understand why the administration won't
let me in your dance class. I mean, I really like dance.

T: Want to take it with some music now?
B: Okay.
music
T: You know, I really tried to get you in o this class.
music

Main Points

Dance as an art form is not considered an activity appropriate for men.
This stereotype has led to the exclusion of boys from dance instruction
in some public schools.

Instructional Activity
Plan a two part teaching strategy for the purpose ot 1 ,:ginning tochange

this stereotype in fourth through sixth grades. Part one sh, ,ald be aimed at
helping the students recognize or discover the stereotype in -cir own think-
ing or in the society's: e,g., reading an autobiography in which a professional
male dancer talks about his confrontation with the stereotype, a writing ex-
ercise in which students fantasize having an artistic career generally thought
to be appropriate to the opposite sex. Part two'shciuld provide an experience
which points out that the stereotype is bEised On something untrue (or some-
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thing which need not be true .g., attending a dance concert of a company
in which a significant number of the dancers are male, having the children
do movements to music on several occasions with both boys and girls even-
tually initiating movements which the others can imitate.

I IS FOR IMPORTANT
Sex Role Stereotyping in

Social and Emotional Events

This film covers examples of sex role stereotyping in social interaction
and emotional expression in schools. The scenes include sex role bias in
teachers' disciplinary actions and student task assignments, children's re-
sistance to role reversal in kindergarten play, boys' anxiety about seeming
to be a sissy in front of peers, the frustration of boys who attempt to assume
a nurturing role, the endoctrination of girls with a commercial definition of
beauty.

SCENE 1
B: Carolyn. transfer me a red pencil.
0: 5, 4, 3, 2, l,blastoff.
B: 5, 0, blastoff.
0: Ready to blastoff-5, 4, 3, 2, I .
T: Monica, what is this?
G: Oh, it's all right, Miss Lee. See, I finished all my math. 1 was just hav-

ing some fun passing the pens around.
T: Yeah, but this is not the time for fun. I surprised at yousee how

nicely the other girls are working?

Main Points
Stereotype: Girls are not usually interested in play that calls for inve -
tiveness and experimentation; they prefer more passive pastimes.
In some schools, children of both sexes, but particularly girls, are ex-
pected to behave in a subdued manner in the Classroom. It is often as-
sumed that boys will more frequently transgress this code.

Instructional Activity
There have been some anthropological and psychological studies on chil-

dren's play. Read several articles from this literature. Do any of the studies
tend to support the idea that girls' play is basically more passive?

SCENE 2
Ss: What are we having for lunch? Oh, I'm so hungry .. . Same crap

again as yesterday. .
T: Girls, girls, could you come back here for a second?
Gs: Yes?
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T: I need some secretarial help, very similar to what we've done in the
past, but this time it's going to take a little more work. Do I have any
volunteers?

Gs: Yeah, sure.
T: Okay, well, what I need now is some of that good feminine hand-

writing.
0: Me.
CI: No, me.
T: Sarah. well. I think you and Kim can do it. I'll give you the envelopes

to address. Sarah, you take this and you can fold them and put them
inside the envelopes. okay? This will take some time; I'll be back in
about an hour just about the end of the lunch period. I'd like to have
it done if it's possible.

Gs: Yeah, yeah.
T: Okay, have a good time but get the job done.
0: Which envelopes am I supposed to put them in? I thought I was sup-

posed to put 'em in this.
0: Hey, you guys, you know what happened? We called up Eric and

we go hello, is Eric there? And she goes yeah, just a minute, and we
go oh, never mind, bye! And we hung up, and we didn't have the
telephone number .

0: And we thought, you're a traffic boy, aren't you? This is Mr. Yamu-
hashi, we'd like to make you head t affic boyand then we found
out he wasn't a traffic boy any more.

0: He had quit the traffic.
a Uh huh, and ..
(passage of time)
T: Oh, are we just about done?
5: Yeah, it's done.
T: Good. Can I see a sample of what we've done?
G: Is this okay? Isn't my handwriting cute?
T: Sarah, this is it. your handwriting gets prettier and prettier every day.

You girls did a fine job. Really. I don't know what I'd do without you.

Main Points

Stereotype: It is appropriate for n n to undertake tasks and occupa-
tions which serve- and assist rnen.
The scene reflects a condition in which girls are dependent on males for
approval, regardless of whether the approval is of their beauty or of their
competence.

Instructional Activity

Select two television programs and/or commercials in which a woman
is portrayed in a subservient role. Describe the role by citing the words,
actions, interactions, and emotions which ch:iraeterize it.

0: Want some muffins?
0: You want a paper towel?

SCENE 3
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G: I want to play house and I want to he the big sister.
G: That's okay.
G: I want to be the mamma.
13: Hey. can 1 play? I want to be the baby.
G: No, you're not!
B: Why not?
0: No, because babies cry and big boys don't.
B: I still want to be the baby.
G: Maybe you can be a big baby cause they don't cry so much.
B: 1 won't cry much.

Main Points

Stereotype: Boys -and men should not openly express their emotions:
The two sexes should not intermix in traditionally feminine and mascu-
line activities, i.e., girls belong in the doll corner; boys in the carpentry
corner.
The_rejection by opposite-sex peers can be painful and leave a lasting
impression, particularly on young childrer

Instructional Activity
i) Observe in a primary school classroom. Is there anything in the ar-

rangement of furniture, selection of decorations, assignment of activity sec-
tions that either reinforces sex role stereotyping or does tu sufficiently
encourage exploration of role-less possibilities for self-expression? (b) Locate
a children's story on the primary school level that shows a boy expressing
painful feelings openly and without reproval.

SCENE 4
B: Hey. Willie, come on! What are you doing?

Main Points
Stereotype: Expressions of tenderness and poetry are not appropriate
for boys . . . except perhaps in private.
Peers have power where stereotypes are concerned. The possibility of
being discovered with a flower is too threatening for this fourth grader.
He might be called or thought a sissy and that is intolerable to a young
boy in this society.

Instructional Activity
Read or reread passages of Cyrano de Bergerac where Cyrano is speaking

tenderly. Is there anything jarring in the image of this burly man speaking
with so much sentiment? If not, do special circumstances of the drama (and
perhaps the historical period) imAke this a special ease? Name at least five
other roles in movies or plays in which a male expresses tender emotions
openly. In these cases, does it seem unlikely that the event could occur off-
stage?
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SCENE 5

B: What happened? Hey, come on, let's take the bike off, come on man,
what happened? Come on, Daryl, it's okay.
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B: You think you re okay? Good. That bike shouldn't hurt you any more,
you should just climb up there and ride :may, I had a bike like that and
I used to zilways be falling off it, getting hurt worse than you did. Man,
you're pretty good, man, getting a lot better.

G: What happened?
B: Oh, he w:is just hurt on his bicycle. I think you re pretty brave to take

thzit, don't you think? You're okay now, arerCt )DLL I think you want
something to eat, don't you?

0: Oh, he looks pretty beat up to m Rob, I think I'd better bring him
hack to the house and get him fixed.

B: No, it's okay.
G: Daryl, come on. I'm going to bring you back md get you cleaned up.
B: No, I've eot him.
B: (looking after them ) I was doing a fine job

Main Points
- Stereotype: Nurturing is part of the feminine role,

Stereotype: Men kick a certiiin mitural aptitude for nlinisterin to per-
sons needing tender care in times of stress.

- There is, of course, nothing re:illy inconsistent :lbout a person being,
independent :Ind having an ability to give tender loving care or perform
simple caretaking chores, I t is especialiv difficult for a boy or man who
enjoys taking care of others . particularly chiklren, to be told that such
behavior is unsuitable to his sex.

Instructional Activity
Some persons believe the job of m,ile nurse might attract more candidates

if the label were changed to something with ti more masculine connotation.
Do you agree with this approach? Discuss both the implications of proposing
to make this change and the social effects of doing so.

SCENE 6
T (I): And you, oh, my dear, very nice, but I think you should learn to

sit up straight. You should watch your posture because posture is
very important to a lady. And then we might, oh, let's see, I
think perhaps thin out your eyebrows a little, reshape them and
you'll look perfectly beautiful, You have good possibilities.

And you, dearoh, well, now, your hair is rather thin, but don't
worry about that because we can do things to it, put things on it
that will make it seem fuller, and give it more life, And I think
perhaps we'll change your partyou've been wearing that part
quite a long time, I imagine, so we'll just change it over to the other
side. Now you sit up nice and straight, now, there, you look much
better.

And how are you coming along, dear? Very nicelyoh, you have
just the right idezi with those rollers, but you must learn to put
them in a little more skillfully and thenjust a minute, dear, up
with your chin, put your chin up, there now, Well, I think that your
lips, your bottom lip particularly is a little bit too full, We'll show
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you how to camouflage that so we can bring out the real you.
You know, in order to feel beautiful, you must look beautiful,

so that when you walk into a room filled with poise and calm, and
knowing that you look beautiful, all eyes will be on you.

Main Points
= Stereotype: A primary obligation and task of girls and women is to look

physically attractive to men.
= Sadly enough, many girls and women have been led to believe the chief

way to feel good when with people is to look good.
They have also been taught that in order to be appealing to men they
must conform faithfully to the latest standards of commercially dictated
beauty.
TheY haVe n-rif been taught tb regard their oWn uniqüe features as un-
duplicatable and special_

- The damaging effects of this indoctrination on girls self-esteem ire diffi-
cult to erase in adulthood.

Instructional Activity
View the film Growing Up Female see Resources Section for reference)

and pay particular attention to the comments on American advertising. As
acher, what types of activities would you plan to make both girls and

boys aware of the extent to which their attitudes and behavior might be
shaped by messages of major industries and media? Outline in detail one
such activity. What period of time and how many attempts at such activities
do you think would be needed to brine about such awareness?

ANYTHING THEY WANT .TO BE
Sex Role Stereotyping
in Intellectual and
Career Activities

This film deals with sex role stereotyping in intellectual and career-oriented
experiences. The content covers the perpetuation of the myth about equal
opportunity in career choices, sex bias among students in a crafts class, a
girl's thwarted attempt to solve a mechanical problem, expression of the
assumption that girls aren't good in science, and the voicing of biased career
expectations by kindergarteners.
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SCENE 1
B: It's a fireman.
T: That's right, very good.

Now, here's an easy one, children. "I dress in white, Prn in charge of
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making sure that you always feel well, and if you eat good food and
get plenty of rest, you'll never have to come and see me. Who am IT'

No, sweetheart, no, Laura. The nurse is certainly dressed in white,
butokay. Andy, you come up and show us.

That's right, very good, Andy.
G: Mrs. Wrights, can nurses be men, and doctors be ladies?
T: Well, of course. Laura, anybody can be anything they want to be.

Main Points
Stereotype: Girls and women are supposed to seek occupations in the
traditional career categories such as nurse, secretary, domestic duties

--auchteaching,-
Stereotype: Occupations such as doctor, lawyer, engineer are the prov-
ince of men,
Although children are taught that this is a land of equal opportunity,
there are signs all around them (curriculum materials, adult models)
that many careers are segregated according to sex.

Instructional Activity
Select examples of career education curriculum materials for elementary

school children that have been produced in the last three years. Do they re-
flect traditional sex role biases? Provide examples supporting your view,

SCENE 2

T: I've checked you out, and I know you can do it, so why don't you go
and try it? If you run into trouble I'll be right here.

0: Jeff, I can do it, I was just testing it
B: It's kind of tricky the first time. You've gotta put this on all the way,

and this is your valve hereto tell you how much pressure you have
inside the tank.

G: I think I know how to do it.
B: You have to watchsee this right here? It's called lux, and you put

it right here on the piece you're working on, because that helps.
0: Can I do it now?
B: Yeah, hold on a sec.

Main Points
Stereotype: Girls have a basically low aptitude for mechanical tasks;
that is even if they were taught these skills, their ability would be min-
imal.
The student had the support of her teacher when she was ready to try
a new tool on her ownbut her male classmate tried to do it for her.
He was probably acting on an assumption men and boys are often
taught: women expect extra help in difficult situations. The boy might
even have felt incorrect if he had stood by and let the girl try it alone
or waited until she asked for help.
The girl's stance was notably plissive. This passivity may be the product
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of years of regarding herself as not capable of becoming competent in
such tasks.

Instructional Activity

Inventory the specific types of toys and manipulative experiences that
most boys would have had that would make them feel at ease in a carpentry
shop. an auto shop, or a metal shop by the time they have reached junior
high school. Be as specific and detailed as possible. How many involve: (1)
direct teaching by an adult; (2) availability of specialized equipment and/or

As a parent or potential parent, would you find it difficult to make the
experiences in the above inventory available to daughters? Enumerate some
of the difficulties.

SCENE 3
13: I'll be hack in half an hour when the movie'
T: Okay, thank you.

. .

Gs Miss Gunn, Miss Gunn, the film is broken, what are we going to do?
T: Oh, that Wm is borrowed and now it's going to be ruined. Don't

anybody touch anything. Oh, what a mess! Belinda, would you go
and run and get the boys--quick, hurry up. Kim, please, please, Kim,
I asked you not to touch that. You're just going to make that worse.
The boys will be here in a minute,

Main Points

The stereotype is similar to that in the previous scene.
In many classrooms boys are assigned the tasks requiring simple elec-
tronic or mechanical skills. ThiS7einfOrces the above stereotype and
robs both sexes of an opportunity to see girls performing competently.
In this scene., although the girl did not immediately know how to fix the
projector, she exercised initiative; she was not afraid of trying to tackle
the problem. Instead of encouraging this behavior both for its own value
and as a model to other girls. the teacher reinforced the view that this
is a task for boys.
Many women teachers are in a difficult position; they would like to
perform mechanical skills confidently but they have not had the practice
this society has afforded men.

Instructional Activity

Select one skill generally performed by the opposite sex with ease (it
could be domestic, mechanical, physical) and ask someone to teach it to
you. In advance. decide: (1 ) by which sex you want to be taught; (2) at what
pace it would be comfortable for you to learn (how many lessons, how many
repetitions, how much practice); (3) what you will give the person in ex-
change (you could teach a skill, provide written and oral feedback on the
person's teaching techniques at prearranged checkpoints). While learning
the skill, keep a brief diary of your reactions to being taught something the
other sex can do well.
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SCENE 4

0: Okay, Chris, now it's time to change the tube.
B: How did you know how to do that?
G: When the liquid with the lower boiline point is being boiled away, the

gases at the top of the tube stay at the same temperature, and then
when the second liquid starts to boil

B: Wait, wait, wait.
G: Okay, the first liquid has a lower boiling point than the other, and

when it's boiling the gases at the top stay the same. Then when the
second liquid starts to boil, the temperature'll rise.

B: Boy, you really lost me a long time ago.
0: Well, it's here in the book, see? If you read this part here it'll explain

it better.
T: . : it's difficult to fissesS what they'd ne doing but right now they're

learning fractional distillation. Let's see if Chris and Francine have
found any liquids.

Principal: Hmm, what's going on here? Ah, distillation, hm? I understand
you're on the track of a couple of unknown liquids, Chris.

B: Yeah, see, the temperature is going up right now.
P: Oh, so it is. And what does that tell you?
B: Well, uh. you see, there's two eases in here, and when die heat is hot,

they (2,0, urn, to the tube, and uh, see the liquid, the liquid boils and
. . uh

T: Perhaps Francine here could explain what the experiment
P: Got to go. Ms: Kroeber, and I want to thank you very much, and

thank you, Chris.

Main Points

Stereotype: Most men have ability in math and science, whereas most
women do not.
The expectation that because they are male they can handle math and
science well places unwarranted pi f',;sure on young men.
This scene in which a young wom;.1 is ignored as though she cannot
perform competently has evoked strong response in many female
viewers we've encountered. It seems to reflect a very common and re-
current strain of experience. This experience could produce self-hatred
or an outward-directed anger, or it could be the seeds of future construc-
tive effort to eliminate stereotypic thinking.

Instructional Activity
Observe one class and teacher durine three separate science or math

lessons in elementary or secondary school. Tally how many times girls and
boys receive positive teacher reinforcement for an answer or other aspect
of participation. Use a tally sheet similar to the one below. Do your tallies
indicate any pattern of differences or similarities in teacher responses to
girls and boys?

Before undertaking the observation, consider what and how much infor-
mation you will give the teacher you are observing regarding your purpose.
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Also discuss the possibility of providing the teacher witl, some exchange
feedback, help with students) for the opportunity to observe. It is

important that the teacher not feel that he/she is being judged. This is not
beneficial to the teacher and would bias your results.

Type of Activity
Reinforced by Teacher

Number of Times Teacher Reinforces Positively
GirlsBoys

SCENE 5
G. u know, did you know that girls and boys could be firemen?
13: No. they can't.

Yes, they can.
13: No. they can't. You will look silly if you wear this fireman hat

you'd look silly with that, and you wouldn't look like a
With stockings and stuff like that, and long hair ,

(3: So. lots of boys have long hair, don't they?
13: Not as long as girls'.
B: You can't climb. you can't climb, urn, a ladder.
G: Yes, I can. if I can climb a slide ladder..
13: My dad said, um, girls can't usc axes, only daddies.
B: And you can. you can get hurt with an axe, you can g1.t hurt, you can

get your finger cut.
Ci: Oh, really!

Main Points

Stereotype: Occupations which involve strenuou physic al activity, quick
thinking and high risk are not appropriate for women, as they arc too
fragile,
A substtmtial portion of stereotypic thinking is communiciited iind re-
inforced in peer interaction, and examples of parental behavior are used
by children as support for their views.

Instructional Activity
Can you recall any childhood incidents in which you were told by peers

that y ou could not do something because of your gender'? Describe the inci-
dent. ( If you wish to keep this private, record the description for your eyes
only, as in a personal journal.) Do you think this or other similar incidents
affected choices you made in later years regarding career preparation? If
so, explain what assumptions you acted on and what specific choices were
involved.
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CASTING

Film I : HEY! WHAT ABOUT U
Scene I . Students from the class of Joan Brannican and Darryl Lura, Franklin

hool, Berkeley, California.
Scene 2: Coach play ed by Bruce Reeves. Students from the classes of Beverly

Jimenez it-id Cora Meek. Buena Vista Annex School. San Francisco, Cali.
forma.

Scene 3: Students from Cahill's Judo Academy, San Bruno. California,
Scene 4: Leader. Richitrd Olivo; students from Lorna's School or Classical

Ballet and Jazz. Palo Alto, California.
Scene 5: 'feticher played by Karyl Daniels. Students from the class of Joan

Br.inni .in .ind D.irryl Lura. Franklin School. Berkeley. California.
Scene 6: Students from the cltiss of Joim Brannivan and Darryl Lura, Franklin

Sehool. Berkeley. California.
(.:oach.plaved_bs:Bruce Reeyes..-ferrance:a student_tromk'ora_Meek'_s

class. Buena Vista Annex School. San Francisco. California.
Scene 8: Teacher played hy Dalton Leong: Students from the class of Bob

Viddez. Oxford School. Berkeley. California.
ne 9: -retcher played by Catherine Whitmer. Students from Cahill's Judo

.Actdeinv. San Bruno. California,
Scene Hi: Tetieher played by Stephanie H iss kin Student plitycd by Richard

Olive.

Film 2: I IS FOR IMPORTANT
Scene I : Teacher played by: Constance Hwang. Students from the cla:.

Marj Fay. Howard School. Oakland, California.
Scene 2: Teacher played by Gary Goldberg, Students from classes of Joan

Brannigan, Darryl Lora, and Mr. Klute, Franklin School, Berkeley, Cali-
fornia.

Scene 3: Students from the-class of Laura Basey. Whittier School. Berkeley,
California.

Scene 4: Students from the class of Joan Firannican and Darryl Lura, Franklin
School. Berkeley, California.

Scene 5: Students from the drama class of Barry Mincah, Marin Country Day
School: Corte Madera, C7alifornia.

Scene 6: 'Teacher played by Pauline Hague. Students from the drama class
of Bitrry Mineah. Mttrin Country Day School. Corte Madera, California.

Film 3: ANYTHING THEY WANT TO BE
Scene I : Teacher played by lichelle Mirrus, Students from the class of Susan

Rizzo and Carol Axelrod, Oxford School, Berkeley, California.
Scene 2: Teacher played by Chuck Richardson. Students from the drama class

of Barry Mineah. Marin Country Day School, Corte MaderaCalifornia.
Scene 3: Teacher played by Karen Hurley. Students from the class of Mrs.

Gilvere, Daniel Webster School, San Francisco, California,
Scene 4: Teacher played by Deborah Wadell. Principal played by Bob Lea.

Students from the class of Jim Duvall, Herbert Hoover Junior High, San
Francisco, California:

Scene 5: Students from the el-ass of Laura Basey. Whittier School, Berkeley.
California,



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING THE MATERIALS
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General Procedure

Protocols were originally designed to help teacher educators prepare new
teachers for service. Typically, they might be presented by an instructor of
teacher education to preservice trainees. Experience with previous Protocol
materials suggests the following format for effective use in a teacher edttea-
(ion course.

Delive ickiiround materhil for prospective teachers, either in the
form of a lecture, or assigned reading of sections of the Protocol handbook.
Background material would include: an explanation of the origin and func-
tion of Protocols; a description of the concept; a summary of research done
in the area from which the concepts derive; and presentation of other teacher
education materials on sex role stereotyping (see Resources section).

of-the

3. Discussion of the films. Some general areas that could be covered in a
discussion are: clarification of the. concept and how it is illustrated in the
films; how knowledge of this concept might be useful to u teacher; how the
situations in the film are similar to and different from those trainees have
encountered in their teaching; relevance of the concept (and/or how the
concept is illustrated) in the specific classrooms in which the trainees are
working: points with which trainees agree or disagree. and how they might
change them. Of course, the discussion doesn't have to cover the concept
in order to be profitable. it could deal with any aspect of the reality portrayed
in the films.

Re-t:/eiviti.i,, of the films. The scenes in thc Protocol films go by very
quickly; some of the stereotypes are subtle, and often there is more than one
stereotype in each scene. On a second and third viewing people usually see
things they missed the first ume.

5. Second discussion, perhaps focusing on subtler issues than dealt with
in the first discussion. For example. if the first discussion revolved around
listing examples of sex role stereotyping that trainees encountered in their
classrooms, the discussion leader might now probe into origins and impli-
cations of a single stereotype, asking how the situation evolved and if any-
thing should be done to change it.

There are suggested questions at the end of this chapter that the discussion
leader can ask after the first or second (or third) viewing of the Protocol
films.

6. Related adivities, such as classroom observation, investigation of sex
role stereotyping in local schools, exploration of personal experiences which
derived from sex role stereotyping, conceptualization of strategies for over-
coming sex role stereotyping, field trips to relatively non-sexist classrooms,
interviews with teachers attempting non-sexist curriculums, compiling rele-
vant sources of information and curriculums. (See the annotated transcripts
for specific examples of activities which correspond to individual scenes.)

The above format is appropriate for presenting- almost all Protocol ma-
terials to a preservice Ltroup,
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Use with Various Groups
The issue of sex role stereotyping in cliools is timely and has gained in-

creasing attention from children. parents, teachers. administrators, and legis-
lators. More and more people are demanding that sex bias be broken, and
they believe that a logical place to begin is in the schools. The films on sex
role stereotyping can be a valuable aid in the school for creating an aware-
ne:s of the concept and for providing examples of the concept in familiar
situations. Here are various settings in which the films can be used.

iiiervice teacher education. The films eould be used in an inserviee teacher
education program offered either district-wide or by an individual school.
neci111e of the per% asiveness of sex role stereotyping. the films are appropri-
ate for teachers front preschool through high school. The purpose of the films
would he twohild! to introduce the concept of sex role stereotyping to teach-

so that they inighibe'inore aware of it when it occurs in their classes: and
to act as a previm of ways teachers might use the films as part of their cur-
riculums. The films can he used in conjunction with other materials and
events. tor example. hooks describing sex role stereotyping in schools: talks
by curriculum specialist, concerned with eliminating stereotyping.

In the elascromn. Eoch of the three films is appropriate for use with stu-
dents in elementary and secondary schools. Since each film is a series of
instances of different i,.ex role stereotypes in specific areas of school life (phys-
ical activities, social tind emotional interactions, and intellectual events).
they can be profitably attegrated into social studies units dealing with values.
women, and other ,,iinorities. They also can be used as a stimulus for role
playing.

With other ,r,rii:Jrv. The sc.-: rL stercotyp,rig films can be used with any
croup trying to break down male stereotypes or looking for an
introduction to the issfie. Groups the PT; biight show them to pro-
mote awareness among parer mi.. w:ght lead to discussions between par-
ents and teachers and a shared responsibility for breaking down
stereotypes in the :ehoo;,

A school administraio,-- interested in promoting the idea of coed physical
education classes shovi,,-0 -in sex role qereotyping in physical activi-
ties to a group of phys,caf education teachers. He used the film as a device
to the issue and start diseussion on sex role stereotyping in sports.
Tlw e are numerous similar ways the f.lms can be used by people interested
in the problem from the point of view of producing awareness or promoting
change. The films have been and con be us, by !ay care center stalls, career
education work:hops. school tidministrator; w(Ashops a', teachers' unions,
;it state hcarines on bias in textbooks, by -, Scouts. by Planned Parent-
hood, and in numerous other school and commo,i fy settings_

Discussion Questions
Sonic specific questions and instructions the leader of the discussion in

either preservice or inservice tezieher education i!nght wzint to pose are:
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Follow each film with LI scene by scene analysis. Here are som
gested questions and directions:

Describe the scene in detail.
Does it reflect one or more stereotypes about sex roles? If yes, what
are the stereotypes? if no, explain your reasons for thinking stereo-
types arc absent.
Does the scene reflect any stereotypes other than those pertaining to
sex roles which are prevalent in the society?
Who is (are) the "victim(s)" of the stereotype(s) in the scene?
Who is (are) the perpetrator(s) of the stereotype(s) in the scene?
Would you want to try to change the stereotype(s)? Explain your
answer.
What are some ways in which you could break this stereotype if you

--s'aw it occurring in- your behavioi?- hrothers' behavior? In answering,
distinguish between actions you would take immediately and long
range plans to promote change.

Discuss events in the lives of the course participants which parallel the
events in the films. For example, after viewing ANYTHING THEY
WANT TO BE, this question would be appropriate:

Can you recall any childhood incidents in which you were told by
peers that you could not do something because of your gender? De-
scribe the incident. (If you wish to keep this private, record the
description for your eyes only, as in a personal journal.) Do you
think this or other incidents of this type affected choices you made
in later years regarding career preparation? If so, explain what
assumptions you acted on and what specific choices were involved.

There are further instructional activities suggewd after each scene in the
handbook section, The Films (pp. 1 3-29 )

If the films are shown to students in the classroom, some of the qu stions
the teacher can ask are:

What happened in each example?
Were you ever in a situation like that? What happened?
Do you agree or disagree that (girls shouldn't play baseball, boys
shouldn't cry, etc.)? Give your reasons and listen to the reasons of those
who disagree with you.
Have you ever seen or do you know (girls who play baseball, boys who
are comfortable about crying, etc.)? Describe what you know about
what these people did.
Does hearing about these people support your opinion about whether
(girls can play baseball, boys should cry, etc.)? If yes, why? If no, why?

During classroom discussions about stereotypes, it is important that at
least initially the teacher take a neutral position and encourage the expression
of conflicting views. When the students are describing what they think oc-
curred in each scene, the teacher should encourage a variety of interpreta-
tions. The teacher may want to explain the concepts of stereotype and role
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and spend considerable time exploring and discussina what they mean. Only
when the students have had days and weeks to think and rethink their own
views is it appropriate for the teacher to state his. Even then, the teacher
should stress that it is his view and not one that his students need hold.

The films lend themselves to role playina, activities. Role playing some of
the scenes in the films can help the students bring out feelings which discus-
sion might not elicit.
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RESOURCES

This section contains a list of resources which we feel will be helpful to
persons interested in learning more about sex role stereotyping in the schools
and strategies to combat it. We have not been able to personally review all
of the listines or, of course, to include all that exists that might be useful. But
this is a start if you need to know the following:

Organizations which catalogue information on sex role stereotyping in
schools and/or produce materials to reduce it.
Some basic books, articles, and tilms about sexism in the schools, which
cover:

I. The problems and issues of sex role stereotyping.
2. Information for institutional and curricular change.

ORGANIZATIONS WITH INFORMATION AND MATERIALS
ABOUT SEXISM IN SCHOOLS

CHANGE FOR CHILDREN: A Multi-Ethnic Center for Nonsexist Education
A resource center which works with child care centers, preschools and elementary
schools in the San Francisco Bay Area. They have a library of non-sexist chil-
dren's hooks and have written an annotated bibliography of non-sexist children's
hooks. 2588 NI ission St.. Sao Francisco. CA 94110.

CHINA, BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

Oilers books from China which show boys and airls in roles they usually don't
oceupy in the United States. 2929 24th St., San Francisco, CA 94110 or 95 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10003.

FEMINISTS ON CHILDREN'S MEDIA
Publishes Sexism in Children's Books: A Bibliography, as well a other publica-
tions. Box 4315, Grand Central Station, New York, NY 10017.

THE FEMINIST PRESS

l'ublishes non-sexist children's book., and a bibliograpt. sex bias in children's
hooks and texts. The Clearinghouse on Women's Studies is an educational project
of the press. It contains an extensive collection of women's studies materials. Box
334, Old Westbury. NY 11568.

KNOW, INC.

A feminist press which has articles and women's studies curriculums for school
and college use. For price lists, send self-addressed, stamped envelope to Box

1, Pittsburg_h, PA 15221.

LOLLIPOP PRESS
Publishes non-sexist children's hooks, Box 1171. Chapel Hill, NC 27514.
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NEW ENGLAND FREE PRESS

Prints and distributes materials useful in classrooms. One example is Gold-
flower's Story, which is about a woman who changes her life in China. 60 Union
Square, Somerville, MA 02143.

N.O.W. EDUCATION TASK FORCE
Has publications useful to persons working to eliminate sexism in schools. Anne
Grant. 617 49th St., Brooklyn, NY 11220.

RESOURCE CENTER ON SEX ROLES IN EDUCATION
Collects and prepares materials to assist schools and community groups in the
reduction of stereotypes. National Foundation for Improvement of Education,
Suite 918. 1156-15th St, N.W., Washington. DC 20036.

WOMEN'S ACTION ALLIANCE
A group whose purpose is to put women and resources in contact with one an-
other. 370 Lexington Ave, New York, NY 10017.

WOMEN'S HISTORY RESEARCH CENTER, INC,
Clearinghouse and archive of materials by and about women, publishes indexes,
bibliographies, and a film catalogue on various subjects relevant to women. For
price list, send self-addressed, stamped envelope and donation to 2325 Oak St.,
Berkeley, CA 94708.

SOME BASIC BOOKS, ARTICLES, AND FILMS RELATING
TO SEXISM IN SCHOOLS

1. Description of the problem
"Are Little Girls Being Harmed by 'Sesame Street'?," by Jane Berg in The New

York Times, January 2, 1972, Section II, p. 13.
Brief Highlights of Major Federal Laws and Orders on Sex Discrimination.

Excerpts from the Equal Pay Act of 1963, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, and Executive Order 11246, as amended. The Women's Bureau, U.S. Dept.
of Labor, Washington, DC 20210.

Colloquy, November, 1973. Special issue concerned with sex role stereotyping
in schools. Includes guidelines for evaluating your school. 60(`, 1505 Race St,
Philadelphia, PA 19102.

Dick and Jane as Victims: Sex Stereotyping in Children's Readers, by Women
on Words and Images, 1972. An analysis of sex role stereotypes in 14 widely
used series of elementary school readers, $1,50 for the report. A slide show is
also available. Box 2163, Princeton, NJ 08540.

Discrimination Against Women: Congressional Hearings on Equal Rights in
Educallon and Employment. Published in March 1973. $I 2.50. R. R. Bowker Co.,
P. O. Box 1807, Ann Arbor, MI 48106

Education for Survived: Schools and Sex Role Stereotypes, edited by Shirley
McCune. Collection of working papers and reprints from the November 1971
National Education Association Conference on sexism in schools. Includes cur-
riculum suggestions. $15, from the Center for Human Relations, NEA, 1201 16th
St., N.W.. Washington, DC 20036.
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Growing 1Ip Female: As Six Become One. A tilm about the Iives of six women
from aces 4-35 which focuses in part on examples and effects of sex role bias
in education. 16mm, black and white, 60 min. $40 rental. $375 sale. Write for
list of other films on women, New Day Films. 267 W. 25th St., New York, NY
10001.

"The Image of Women in Textbooks," by Marjorie U'Ren, In Women in Sexist
Society: Studies in Power and Potverlessness, edited by Vivian Gornick and Bar-
bara K. Moran_ Report of a study of 30 elementary school textbooks adopted or
recommended for use in California public schools. Basic Books;New York, 1971,
pp. 218-225.

Jack and Jill. -A pamphlet about sex role stereotypes for teachers, parents, stu-
dents. SI from Status of Women Committee, American Association of Univer-
sity Women. c/o Bonnie Zimmerman, 36 Castledown Rd., Pleasanton, CA 94566.

Need for Studies of Sex Discrimination in Public Schools, Citizens' Advisory
Council on the Status of Women, 1971. This 10-page overview recommends ac-
tion by state and city commissions on the status of women and other groups
interested in investigatine sex role discrimination in local public schools. Depart-
ment of Labor Building. Room 1336, Washington, DC 20210.

The Portrayal of li'mnen in Children's Rooks on Puerto Rican Th'emes, by.
Dolores Prida and Susan Ribner. Contains analysis linking sexism to racial
stereotyping. Interracial Books for Children, 29 W. 15 St.. Ncw York, NY 10011.

Report on Sex Bias in the Public Schools, by New York City N.O.W. Revised
edition. 1972. $2.75. Documents sexism in New York City schools: include
testimony from students and parents. N.O.W, 28 East 56 St., New York. NY
10022.

"Sex Bias: -I-he Built-in Nlentalitv That Maims the Public Schools." by Betty
Friedan :Ind Anne Grant. The American School Board Journal, 156. October,
1971.

-Sex Role Socialization in Picture Books for Pre-school Children." by Lenore
Weitzman. Debora Filler, Elizabeth Hokada, and Catherine Ross, The Anwrican
Journal of Sociology, 77 (6), May. 1972.

-Sex Role Stereotyping in thc Public Schools," hy T. N. Saario, C. N. Jacklin,
and C. K. Tittle. Harvard Educational Review, 43 (3), 386, 1973,

Sex Role Stereotyping in the Schools, by National Education Association. Col-
lection of essays, inel tiding articles which appeared in Today's Education. $3 in
paper. $4.20 in hard, NEA Publications, 1201 16 Street. N.W_ Washington, DC
70036.

Sexism in Se/tool and Society, by Nancy Frazier and Myra Sadker. A descrip-
tion of the issue and possibilities for change. Paperback, Harper & Row, Pub-
lishers, Inc.. 1973.

"Sexism, Racism and the Education of Women," by Florence Howe, This
essay examines the links between racism and sexism in education in this society.
roday's Education, 62, May 1973.

"Sexual Stereotypes Start Early." by Florence Howe, Saturday Review, 54,
October 15. 1971.

'Sucar 'n' Spice,- by Sarah Spinks Disenssps the socialization of girls. This
, tfu gazine is About Schools, Summer, 1961. $2.50 from Johnson Reprint Corpo-
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ration. III 5th Avenue, New York, NY 10003. Also in This Book is About
Schools, edited by Saw Repo, Vintage 1971.

Unbecoming Men. A pamphlet written by a group of men discussing the social-
ization of boys as they experienced it. 1971. $1.35. Times Change Press, Penwell
Rd., Washington. NJ 07882.

Unlearning the Lie: Sexism in Schools, by Barbara Harrison. Relates the ex-
periences of parents who actively opposed sexism in their children's school. Live-
right, 1973.

Women 1973. A reference annual composed of orieinal research documents on
sex role differentiation, sex role stereotypes, sexual development and other topics.
Editors included Jesse Bernard, Judith Bardwick, and John Money. Available by
subscription from Random House, Dept. 300, Box 804, Madison Square Station,
New York. NY 10010.

Women and Education, a special issue of School Review, 80 (February, 1972),

This issue of the University of Chicago Journal contains articles on research on
sex differences. $3.50 from the University of Chicago Press, 5801 Ellis Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60637,

2. Information for change
An Action Proposal to Eliminate Sex Discrimination in the Ann Arbor Public

Schools, Commit lee to Eliminate Sex Discrimination in the Public Schools and
the Discrimination in Education Committee, 1972. A proposal to combat sexism,
in a school system. Other groups might want to use this proposal as a model. $1

from Jo,.ce Borkin. Ann Arbor N.O.W., 2409 Pittsfield Blvd,, Ann Arbor, MI

48104,
"Changing the School Environment: A Progress Report," by Dorin Schu-

macher, Describes the experiences of a group of parents who challenged sexism
in a Pittsburgh elementary school, Women: A Journal of Liberation, 2.

Equal Treatment of the Sexes in Social Studies Textbooks: Guidelines for
Authors and Editors, by Elizabeth Burr, Susan Dunn, and Norma Farquhar. 50e.
E. Burr, Westside Women's Committee, Box 74020. Village Station, Los Angeles,
CA 90024,

Feminist Resources for Elementary and Secondary Schools. A compilation of
references to readings on sex role socialization and stereotyping, and to resources,
such as books, films, slides, graphics, articles for elementary and secondary
schools. Task Force on Sexism in Schools, Valley Women's Center, 200 Main St.,
Northhampton, MA 01060,

"Films for Feminist Consciousness-Raising," by Louise Welsh Schrank. Media
and Methods, 10 (4), December, 1973.

G Welines for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks. Sexism in Text-
books Committee, Women at Scott, Foresman. From the Research and Informa-
tion Division, Scott, Foresman, 1900 East Lake Ave,, Glenview, IL 60025,

Guidelines for Publications, by the Committee on the Role and Image of
Women in the Council and Profession. A flyer on how to represent women in
written language. Free from The National Council of Teachers of English, 1111
Kenyon Rd,, Urbana, IL 61801.

Humanizing English, by Mary Orovan, Pamphlet about sexism in the English
language, Write author, c/o Art and Copy, 107 First St Hackensack, NJ 07601.
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In-Progress Report to the 8oard of Education, Women's Task Force. Berkeley
Unified School District, 1972. Report on sexism in Berkeley schools; recom-
mends appointment of a coordinator for a sex role equalization program.
Women's Task Force, 1401 Walnut St., Berkeley, CA 94709,

Liheratim,, Young Children From Sex Roles, by Phyllis Mac Ewan. A pamphlet
with samples of how preschool child care workers can cope with specific in-
stances of sexism, 25e, New England Free Press, 60 Union Square, Somerville,
MA 02143.

"Male, damn it," by Jim Schoen ler. A male first grade teacher Jells of his
attempt to eliminate sex bias in the classroom. Saturday Review: Education, I,
April, 1973.

,Vonsexisr Curricular Materials f r Elementary Schools, edited by Laurie Olsen
Johnson. 1974. The Clearinghouse on Women's Studies. c/o The Feminist Press,
Box 334, Old Westbury, NY 11568.

"A Quest,ionnairez Sexism in American Schools." by Marijean Suelzle. Learn-
ing, I, November, 1972. The responses appear in "Sexism in American Schools?
Yes Bur . Learning, I. April. 1973.

Self-Study Guide to Sexism in Schools, Pennsylvanians for Wome s Rights,
1973. A model for persons and groups who want to eliminate sexism from their
schools. Jeanne Boydston. Deputy Secretary's Office, Pennsylvania Department of
Education. Box 911. Harrisbure. PA 17126.

Sex Role Stereotyping, A Multi-Media Pro ram. For inservice training,
parent-teacher v,roups, students contains filmstrips, casettes books, pamphlets,
leaflets. NEA. Room 609, 1201 16th St NM., Washington, DC 20036.

Sexism in Education, Emma Willard Task Force on Education. Second edition,
revised 1972. A handbook of materials used by this group in its work against
sexism. Includes a game about career aspirations for counselors to use with stu-
dents. $3.50. Box 14229, University Station, Minneapolis, MN 55408,

Suzur and Spice, hy Vicki and Erie Breitbart and Alan Jacobs. A film describ-
ine how parents and teachers are countering sex role stereotypes in day care cen-
ters and schools. 16mm, color, 32 min. $10 rental, $225 sale. Odeon Films, 1619
Broadway. New York. NY 10019.

When I Grose bp I'm Going l'o Be Married, A Game Which Illustrates Hose
Time and Circumstance .4flect Women, Excellent for use with high school stu-.
dents. California Commission on the Status of Women, 1025 P St., Room 340,
Sacramento, CA 95814,

Women in Education: Changing Sexist Practices in the Classroom, American
F deration of Teachers, AFL-CIO. Edited by Marjorie Stern. $1. AFT, 1012 14th
St NM.. Washington, DC 20005.
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The literature of sex differences indicates that the range of differences
within one sex k hirger than the differences between sexes (with the excep-
tion of spatial visualization, where males are consistently higher ), The per-
spective on SeX differences suggested by the literature is that differences exist
mOre between people than thcv do between opposite sexes. The research
tends to support the hypothe that there are no difTerences between boys
and girls or men and women that merit differential treatment of one sex
over another.

But the user of the films and this handbook will be able to form an inde-
pendent judment on this issue on the basis of both the information provided
in this section on RESLARcli ON SEN DIFFFRFNCFS, and other sources which
are referenced in the bibliography.

Re:earch Interpretation Problems

Interest in assessing scx differences did not hegin with the recent interest
in the position of women in American society. An enormous body of liter-
ature exists documenting differences, or lack of differences, on almost every
conceivable measure. Girls and boys, men and women have been measured.
tested. observed in an attempt to discover how they differ from and are
similar to one another.

liris seetion reports sonic of the major findings of the research on sex
difTerences in physical, social. emotional, and intellectual characteristics.
These findings are presented with a minimum of evaluation. However, before
confronting this collection of results. the reader should be aware of some of
the issues associated with the interpretation of scientific research in general,
as well as sortie of the unique problems of research on sex differences.

[For a tiwrough discussion of :ill existing research on sex differences and
the prohlenk related to its interpretation. read The Psychology of Sex Diller-
ences hy Eleanor \ laccohy and Carol Jacklin (Stanford, CA: Stanford
Universit. Press. I 974 ). I

Scientific studies frequently usc words which are familiar to most people.
However, the meaniiv of these words can he drastically difTerent in scientific
usage. For example, numerous studies document differences in intelligence.
For most people, this word -intelligence" connotes mental ability and is as-
sociated with other words such as astute, shrewd, clever, discerning. Thus,
in common usage, intelligence is a very general term with a variety of conno-
tations. But scientific language must be more spccific and precise. Concepts
must he defined in such a way that they are measurable. Therefore, while
initially tests may he devised for the purpose of measuring broadly defined
qualities, in the process of test construction the qualities become redefined
and narrowed.

I he issue of replic,itioti and verification of findings is common to all re-
search. In specific regard to studies on sex differences, replications of studies
are rarely puhlished. in addition, studies which report isolated positive find-
ings of ses differences -sweep through the literzittire, while findings of no
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difference. or later findings showing opposite results, are ignored" (Maccoby
and Jacklin, 1974). In cases where a sex difference emerges in a study which
is measuring something tenally separate from sex. the researcher may report
those differences "only if he must do so in reporting significant interactions
in which sex is one of the factors."

The results of most studies presented in this section are descriptive. The
relationships between valiables are reported often in terms of correlations.
Two variables which occur together need not be related causally; they may
be a result of a third variable. For example, the pattern may result from the
measures used_

Factors which see to be related in a study may not be in reality. If there
is a correlation for one sex that is significantly different from zero, and the
eorrelation for the other sex is insignificant, these facts can then be errone-
ously interpreted as though there were a significant difference between the
correlations. For example, there arc instances in which the correlations be-
tween the two sexes are only a few points apart, but one reaches the .05
level of statistical significance and the other does not. In other cases, a barely
significant correlation is reported for one sex while the correlation for the
other is not reported. From this false basis a theory about different causal
factors is then manufactured.

Writers sometimes refer to studies that included only subjects of one sex
as though they had demonstrated a sex difference. This occurs when a
within-sex correlation suggests a hypothesis about between-sex differences.
For example. Bell (19(,0 ). reporting on an all-male sample, said that activity
level was high in newborn boys who had suffered some degree of birth com-
plications. compared to those who had not. He speculated that since boys
more often suffer hirth complications, this might explain a higher neonatal
activity level among boys. This was later reported by others as an instance
in which boys had been found to have a higher activity level than girls.

Different patterns of findings within each sex have sometimes been mis-
taken for sex differences. For example, Sears et al. (1965) found that among
a sample of preschool girls verbal aggression was more frequent than physical
ageression. Among boys. the reverse was true. These findings were later in-
terpreted by others as showing that girls were higher than boys in verbal
aggression. ( In fact, boys showed more of both kinds of aggression.)

The ability of a test measure to reflect a concept is called construct validity.
Most scientific studies are based on an assumption that the measures, used
aceurmely, reflect the quality under investigation. However, whether a spe-
cific test or experimental varkihle measures the quzdity under study is usually
an open question and the assumption is rarely tested. For instance, does
an 10 score capture what is commonly called "intelligence"? Does a score
on the Embedded Figures Test (or any other test) give a true picture of
analytic ability? Many researchers deal with this issue by defining qualities
in terms of' test scores. In this case, then, intelligence is defined as the score
on an 10 test.

The issue of construct validity r Uses zi related issue, that of the gRneral-
izability of research findings. If someone receives a high score on a test of
analytic ihilits we may have no way of knowing: 1) whether that test really
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does measure analytic ability for all people, or 2 ) whether the person tested
would perform as well in other situations requiring analysis.

The problems of construct validity and generalizability are even more
crucial in some instances than others. A physical measurement is not as open
to question as a measure of a personality characteristic. The main problem
in the latter case is one of finding meaningful scientific measures of qualities
which are usually defined in intuitive ways. This task has not been adequately
handled in many scientific studies: thus the reader must be careful not to
draw unwarranted conclusions in reading the research on differences in per-
sonality characteristics between the sexes.

Reported findings, then, should not he accepted without question, because
there are zilways some limitzitions of testing. For example. many scales of
masculinity and femininity do not use the concepts of male and female sex
roles which are in general use. They define as sex-linked uny behavior on
which the two sexes show mean differences.

In the research we examined on intellectual sex differences, a number of
specific problems of interpretation of findings should be kept in mind along
with the issues already mentioned (language, correlations, construct validity.
gencralizabilitv ).

First, one question to be considered in the use of tests is whether certain
abilities can he measured without reference to others. For instance, many
intelligence tests are highly dependent on verbal ability; mathematics tests
are often dependent on spatial abilities. Thu. ;f there are basic sex differ-
ences in verbal and spatial abilities, this could affect other measures of per-
formance. It would he difficult to get an accurate measure of basic intelli-
gence if the test required an ability in which one sex was weaker (because
of either lack of training due to socialization, or heredity).

Second, any examination of findings on sex differences, and particularly
on .ex differences in intellectual functioning. must take into account the
differential school dropout rate of girls and boys. More boys drop out of
high school than girls. so that over the school years girls arc compared with
an increasingly select sample of boys. If this is the case, sex differences would
be exaggerated where boys excel and minimized where girls excel (Maccoby
and Jacklin. 1972).

Perhaps we would like science to tell us with some assurance whether
girls are more or less intelligent or analytic than boys, whether boys are more
or less aggressive than girls. and so on. The research reviewed here can only
tell us whether there are differences in performance on certain instruments.

There seems to be more variability between individual boys and girls (boys
and boys, girls and girls) than there is when the average performance of boys
and girls is compared. The average differences between males as a group
and females as a group have no bearing on predicting the scores of individual
males and females.

As a result of their literature review, Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) hold
the opinion that sex differences may be overstated. The reader is urged to
keep the problems mentioned here in mind in considering the research. As
someone said, a little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Knowledge resulting
from research that is accepted uncritically can be dangerous, too.
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Defining Te ms

In reporting the research on sex differences we use several terms which
need to be defined specifically. There are various definitions of the word
stereotype, depending on whether it is used in psychology sociology, or
literature. When we talk about sex role, we use the terms sex role identity
or identification, sex role standard, sex role preference, and sex role stereo-
typing. In this section we shall define the terms we are using.

Stereotype
In standard usage. a stereotype is:
Something conforming to a fixed or general pattern, especially a standard-
ized mental picture held in common by members of a group and repre-
senting an oversimplified opinion, affective attitude, or uncritical judgment
as of a person. race, issue, or event (Webster. 1969).

The definition of stereotype in the Dictionary of Education is:
A fixed standardized conception of the attributes of a class of persons or
social values that is not readily modified by evidence of its falsity. Also,
a standardized pattern of response to specific objects and situations (Good,
1959 ).

The Dictionary of Sociology offers a social psychological definition of stereo-
type:

Stereotype refers to a tendency for a belief to he widespread in any social
group or society (e.g., -Jews are clever," -Americans are wealthy"). It
also denotes an over-simplilication of a belief in regard to its content
together with a tendency 'fbr the belief to be resistant to factual evidence
to the contrary. One of sociology's main problems is to examine the na-
ture of stereotypes and to discern factors which enable them to persist
(Mitchell. 1968).
The term stereotype originated in a technique of printing which used a

solid metal plate (the stereotype) molded from the type. In this method the
printing surface is exactly equivalent to the original type. The purpose of
stereotyping is to produce many impressions without needing replacement.

The current Utiace of the word was coined by the journalist Walter Lipp-
man in his book Public Opinion in 1922. The thesis of the book is that in
modcm -society people are required to make decisions about many matters
they don't understand. People believe that their concepts of a group (for
example. the Ku Klux Klan ) are accurate representations of real individuals
in the group, whereas thc;r conception is actually a stereotye acquired in
vomc way other awn direct -rperience. The situation is not usually improved
even by direct experience, because people see mainly what they expect to
see rather than what is really there (Harding, 1968).

The -group concept" usage of stereotype was established first in a study
by Katz and Braly (1933 ), in which the researchers asked 100 white Ameri-
can college students to select from a list of 84 traits those they considered
characteristic of each one of ten ethnic groups. They were asked to choose
the five "most typical" traits for each. One conclusion from this study is that
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most individuals feel able to make at least a guess about characteristics of
almost any defined social group on the basis of inadequate information.

According to Harding (1968 ) , the attributes of a stereotyped concept are
are usually the following:

a. it is simple rather than complex or differenti d;
b. it is erroneous rather than accurate;
c. it is acquired secondhand rather than through direct experience with

the reality it is supposed to represent;
d. it is resistant to modification by new experience.

Sex gole Stereotypes
In the Protocol materials, we have culled from the different definitions of

adreotype a working definition of stereotype that specifically applies to sex

Se: role stereotypes are standardized, oversimplified conceptions of the
beh2..iors that are appropriate to females and males. Sex role stereotyping
consists of forming expectations for individual females and males on the
basis of these stereotypes.
In the stereotyping of sex roles, the qualities of the individual are ignored .

it is diffi,:ait to contradict the social expectations which lead to this devaluing
of the irldividual, often because of the belief that stereotyped traits are inborn,

atural.- And, of course, most individuals do not consciously consider al-
terr:atives to a stereotype precisely because belief in it is so widely shared .

APX 10:a
theater, role is an assigned or assumed part that a person plays.

ultural context, role is "the behavior expected of the occupant of a
givL )sition or status- (Sarbin, 1968). Sex role is then the behavior ex-
pected of the occupant of a gender (male or female).

Sex Role Identity
Kagan (1964) defines sex role identity as the degree to which an individual

regards himself as masculine or feminine. Among the major determinants
of sex role identifieation for a young child are perceptions of .similarity to
others, and the adoption of beh.aviors traditionally encouraged for his/her
sex (Kagan, 1964). According to Brown (1968), a child begins to distin-
guish between masculine and feminine by the age of two or three. Thus, the
first steps in establishing sex role identity are taken very early.

Sex Typing
The characteristics that are associationally linked to male and female are

called sex-typed characteristics. According to Kagan (1964), these charac-
teristics fall into three classes: (a) physical attributes, (b) overt behaviors,
(c) feelings, attitudes, motives, and beliefs. For example, sex-typing of
physical attributes suggests that girls should be pretty and small, boys should
be large and strong. Sex-typing in behavior might mean that girls must inhibit
physical aggression and that boys are encouraged to express it.

For a further discussion of sex typing, see The Psychology of Sex Differ-
ences, by Eleanor Maccoby and Carol Jacklin.
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Sex Role Standard
A sex role standard summarizes the culturally approved characteristics

(i.e., sex-typed characteristics) for males and females (Kagan, 1964). It
dictates the adoption of different responses far boys and girls. It reflects the
learned association between selected attributes, behaviors, attitudes and
concepts of male and female,

-Historical as well as biological factors enter into the formulation of what
the sex roles are in any given culture, hut once these roles exist, the shaping
of masculine and feminine personalities in growing children requires that
each person learn in detail what these roles are and at the same time learn to
prefer for himself what is considered appropriate for his sex- (Tvler. 1968),

Sex Role Socialization

The more one reads the literature on sex role socialization the more one
realizes how little is known about the relative roles of heredity and environ-
ment in sex typing, the years and life stages in which sex role identity crys-
talizes, the interacting effects of various societal groups (family, teachers,
peers) on sex role development. One is left uneasily aware that: 1) no one
can imagine what a child would be like if he/she grew up without the cultural
imposition of sex role expectations; 2) a substantial portion of the research
is predicated upon traditional assumptions about masculine and feminine
behavior and, perhaps unwittingly, selectively ignores other sex role be-
havior; 3 some researchers cite single studies for proof and neglect review-
ing the larger body of relevant literature to determine if results are chal-
lenged.

SocializationA Complex Process
Socialization is the process by which an individual learns the alternative

modes of behavior expected in various social settings and the consequences
of adopting each mode (Hoffman and Hoffman, 1966).

Socialization is an immensely complex process. Both socialization in gen-
eral and sex role socialization in particular pervade almost all spheres of so-
cial and private existence. It is almost awesome when one considers the -de-
gree to which one's behavior has been meticulously shaped in conformity with
others' expectations. While such learning has high utility in terms of daily
functioning and interacting, it also poses a limitation on the amount of choice
actually exercised at any one moment. We tend to act on the basis of de-
cisions previously madedecisions which have become integrated into our
whole mode of being. As adults, we do indeed have an opportunity to recon-
sider and remake many decisions, but the limitations of time and effort are
crucial. As we mature, certain socialized modes become part of personality,
and personality is generally difficult to change.

What is the feminine personality, or the masculine personality, in this
society? While there is something unfortunate about the question, because
it implies the very stereotyping the authors of this handbook oppose, some
answers derived by researchers might reveal the powerful effects of the
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socialization process. Based on experimental findings as to how the sexes
do differ. Terman and Miles ( 1936 j developed a 455-item masculinity-
femininity test which contains a variety of items, includinc -1 association;
ink-blot association; informational, emotional, and ethic., 'es; inter-
ests; personality and opinions measures: and introvertivL items
Here's how they describe their male and female "standardization groups":

.. the males . evinced a distinctive ;Merest in exploit and adventure,
in outdoor and physically strenuous occupations, in machinery and tools,
in science, physical phenomena. and inventions.: and ... in business and
commerce . . . the females in our aotips have evinced a distinctive interest
in domestic affairs and in aesthetic objects and occupations: they have
distinctively preferred more sedentary and indoor occupations, and occu-
pations more direedv nirrirstr itrs piArticuliirly to the young, the helpless,
the distressed."

At this point in the Terman and Milos text. the sex role distinctions may yet
be regarded by the reader as having a relatively superficial quality. One might
say that these activities, skills and preferences could he acquired_in adulthood

-by persons of the opposite sex; that is. with the exercise of effort and will
males and females could exchange at least this portion of their identities.
But Terman and Miles continue:

Supporting and supplementing these are Mc more subjective differences
those in emotional disposition and direction, The males directly or indirectly
manifest greater self-assertion and agressiveness; they express more hardi-
hood and fearlessness. and more roughness of manners, language, and
sentiments, 'I he females express themselves as more compassionate and
sympathetic: more timid. more fastidious and aesthetically sensitive, more
emotional in general severer moralists, yet admit in themselves more
weaknesses in emotional control and ( less noticeably) in physique.

The above was written in 1936. How much have the typical male and female
changed? How much change is possible?

Early Sex Role Socialization

ln a very extensive review of research on sex differences and sex role
socialization. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) have posed a challenge to com-
monly held assumptions. The prevalent notion has been that parents exert
both "direct and indirect pressures to make their children fit sex stereotypes."
Maccoby and Jacklin assert that there are far more similarities than differ-
ences in how parents treat girls and boys under the age of six. They do not
agree with researchers who maintain that modeling the behavior of the same-
sex parent is the major source of sex di fie ren tiation.

Here is a summary of some of Maccoby and Jacklin's findings regarding
parental treatment of the two sexes:

- The total itmount of interacdon between pttrents and children of both
sexes is similar; the amount or expressed affection by parents is similar;
the amount of attention is also similar.

- Although it is widely believed that mothers vocalize more with daugh-
ters, there is no consistent evidence for this.
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While it has been thoiit.dtt that preiits allow more aggression in boys.
a number of more recent studies throw this into question.
lhere is httk or no evidence that one sex is encouraged to be mor

independent than another.
hc conclusion to be drawn from Maccoby and Jacklin's scrutiny of the

research is that a child's parents may not he the most important agents of
his or her sex role socialization. The range of sex role hehaviors which
parents influence is a narrow one, including the way the child dresses, what
he does for recreation, the places he goes. In Maccoby and Jacklin's view,
it is in a more important and broader domain of parental influence that few

differences in treatment of the sexes is found: this domain includes
parental encouragement of autonomy, the amount of affection given the
child, the amount of verbal interaction with the child.

In contrast to Kohlberg and Zigler (1966), Maccoby and Jacklin hold
th;tt children under age six do Inive knowledge of what is iipproprittte mas-
culine and feminine behavior, despite the fact that they have not yet chosen
:I same-sex model. In Kohlherg's view, until the child is more self-reliant
and of school age, he does not have a clear concept of masculine or feminine
behavior, Instead, the child's developmental energy has been absorbed in
some elementary lessons, such as learning what his or her sex is, that it is
unchangeable. that he needs to identify the sex of others. Kohlberg believes
that gender constancy ( -Since I am and always will be a girl/boy, I might
is well start behaving like one- ) must precede adoption of sex role. Maceoby
and Jacklin do not. They say that knowledge about what behavior is sex-
appropriate can begin as early as age three and probably partly results not
front specific shaping hy parents hut from generalized !gamins; through ob-
servation of persons in the environment,

. children seem to adopt sex-typed patterns of play and interests for which
they have never been reinforced, and avoid sex-inappropriate activity for
which they have never been punished" (Maceoby and facklin, 1974).

One difference in parental treatment which does recur in the research
tends to further disprove the assumption that parents provide the major
shaping of a child's sex role identity. This finding concerns the amount of
punishment boys receive. For while it could be expected that boys' greater
aggression might he due to receiving less parental punishment than girls, it
appear., that the opposite is true. Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) write:

"We have not found that parents reward boys more for at:gressive or com-
petitive behavior. nor punish girls more for these behaviors. To some degree,.
the reverse may he true: it is boys who receive more punishment for aggres-
sion. tThe might argue Mat punishment will actually serve to stimulate the
ehikl's aLteressiveness by providing tnigressive models, hut even though this
may be true, it involves a different mechanism of learning than what is nor-
mally meant by a 'shaping' process .

There is evidence, however, that parents tend to invest co siderable effort
in discouraging young children from dressing or otherwise appearing like
the opposite sex, This may be the result of strong parend anxiety about
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holm dity and may be particularly true of fathers in regard to sons.
Some researchers speculate that the parental rewards mid punishments which
this lezir inspires nu I V he an impommt factor in the sex typing of young
children. Nevertheless, the weight of the evidence, as interpreted by Maecoby
and Jacklin, suggests that other socializing agentsother adults, the school,
the inediiplay ;t stronger role than ilirents in sex typing the child, They
maintain parents are more likely to relate to the child in a manner that is
determined by his individuality rather than by his gender, Thus. Maccoby
and Jacklin write:

.. the social brainwashintt about w hieh we are so concerned these days
does not hecim so early, nor et.) ..to deep, as we have been supposing ... Al-
thou ,11 the ollsen (ional idenee on soekthiation titter the atte or sk is thim .
there is reason to believe that pressure tor sex role dillerennanon may he-

quito heay ;Lit ter this time.'

This opinion would place a grcater burden for the six typing f the child
on Elie school than has commonly been assumed.

Socialization Factors
While sex role socialization does involve learning what others expect
ippropriite beluivior. it is ultinhitely the individwff child who decides to

adopt pirticuLir i4itterns ot sex-typed beluivior. Kag:m (1964 ) sees three
factors as influential in the degree of masculinity or femininity a person
ascribes to him or herself: differential identification with parents and other
adults, acquisition of sex-typed skills, and perception of how others view
her lus sex-typed characteristics.

kkntilication. a term which is not ezisily defined, is . according to Kagan
(1) 581: helief that some of the ,ittributes of the model belong to the
self.- It has heen hypothesized. but not yet clearly est.iblished. that the child
identities -With the parental model he perceives to possess power and com-
petence.- As mentioned above. there is disagreement among researchers in
specilc regzird to the extent and importzmce of identification with parental
models in the development of sex-typed hehavior. Some interesting questions
have been asked by researchers who suspect that such identification is a
highly important factor in sex typing.

Wh:it happens. for example. to ki boN,- whose Lither is absent? A Norwegian
study ( Lynn ll-id Sawrey, 1959) Mdicated that boys whose fathers were
absent had difficulty in fulfilling the, stanthirds for masculinity adhered to by
hovs from father-present fimilies. f3zich (1946) and Sears, Pinder and Seirs

19461 found tluit boys whose fathers were absent revealed less au2ressive
fzultasy. If one believes t1-41t identification with a same-sex parent is a major

_factor in settitig sex-typed heh;tvior, then these findings might be zittributed
kv-etk identificition with the father which led to a failure to develop mas-

culine attributes.
Whzit happens when the child chooses to identify with the opposite-sex

parent? Kagan (1955 ) writes, . it is possible that a weak identification
with the same-sexed parent may prevent the child from developing the
confidence to master many sex-appropriate skills.- In identifying with the
mother i bcn v might develop What are usually considered more feminine
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traits. would be passive, hesitant to defend himself against attack, have
difficulty suppressing anxiety. Bieber et al. (1972) ond other studies in the
clinical literature tend to support this description of personality character-
istics for boys whose mothers are dominant and perceived by them as more
competent.

Continuing with the three factors which Kagan believes affect gender
identity, it con be said that parental influences do not necessarily set sex
role in a final sense. Desired sex-typed attributes and skills which have not
been acquired from parental models can he learned in interaction with peers
and exposure to new experiences. A boy may learn to be aggressive on the
athletic field and increase his masculine image in his own eyes. A girl may
learn nurinring skills ond heighten the degree to which she views herself
as feminine. In addition, these self images may be affected by reactions from
others. If a girl is continually praised for ottractiveness to men, if a boy is
frequently reacted to as dominant and strong, he or she may use the feedback
to rebuild or strengthen gender identities: It k interesting that many of the
overt sex-typed responses the girl must usually acquire (social poise. passiv-
ity require reactions from other people, while the boy practices many im-
portant sex-typed behaviors (mechanical skills, independence) while alone
Kagan. 1958 ).

Rate of maturity affects the socializing process. Jones and Mussen (1957,
1958 i find that late maturing boys doubt their ability to interact successfully
with females, are more likely to withdraw from social interactions, are more
dependent. and are less likely to become leaders among their peers. Among
girls, the late maturing have lower feminine interest scores.

Social class is another pertinent factor in sex role socialization. It is
generally thought that lower class parents are more concerned with tradi-
tional sex typing thim middle class parents. Rabban (1950) reports that
seN typing occurs earlier in development in lower class children. Minton,
Kagan and Levine (1971) report that well educated mothers arc three
times more likely than poorly educated mothers to scold daughters for not
performing up to a standard held by the mother. An effeminate boy may be
rejected by boys of both classes, hut a studious boy would be rejected only-
hy lower class boys. The female who displays strong interest in boys would
he rejected by middle class girls but not by lower class girls (Pope. 1953).

Most mothers in the United States. regardless of social class, tend to
believe that their sons should develop independence, a sense of responsibility
and some vocational role_ The female in our culture is supposed to "inhibit
aggression ... be passive with men, be nurturant to others, cultivate at-
tractiveness" (Kagan, 1964).

Cultural Considerations
To what extent are these beliefs specific to our culture or common to

most Cultures? And if they are common to most cultures, does this mean
they 're genetically endowed or are they adaptations to environment which
con be changed? There are no clear answers to these questions. Anthropol-
ogists differ in their views_ Until recently, they have stressed the relativistic
influences of culture as the chief determinants of sex role differences.
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I n . s-Cultural Survey of Some Sex Differences in Socialization,"
Barry 111, flacon and Childs 1957 ) surveyed 110 cultures. They concluded
that differentiation of the sexes is not important in infancy but in childhood
"there is. as in our society, a wade-spread pattern of greater pressure toward
nunurance, obedience and responsibility in girls, and toward self-reliance
and achievement striving in boys." These authors also saw many examples
of -no sex differences" and tend to support a cultural rather than a biological
explanation of differences. However, Whiting and Whiting (1962) made an
intensive study of six cultures and found considerable similarity in sex role
behaviors. They speculated that this uniformity may indicate differences in
the physiological makeup of the two sexes. According to Maccoby and Jack-
lin (1974 ). their finding that parents treat boys and girls much alike suggests
th'at there zire probably not very many initizilly biologically based 'zichavioral
differences, at least not many tfLit are strong enough "to elicit clear differ-
ential reactions from caretakers."

There arc various and conflicting theories as to the relative status of women
and men in pre-historic societies. Though notably inconclusive, some of the
speculation is quite fascinating. For example, Dr, Mary Jane Sheffrey (1970)
theorins that in pre-patriarchal society woman's eroticism was intense and
demanding and that the transition front nomadic to agricultural society ne-
cessitated the suppression of these strong sexual urges. -The suppression
was neither man's sadistic, selfish infliction of servitude upon helpless women
nor women's weakness or inhorn masochism . . .." comments Sheffrey, but
was required hy the monogamy and family Aife essential to an agricultural
civilization.

Returning to our own culture, but retaining an anthropological frame of
mind_ it is important to remember a key word: variability. There is vari-
ability in sex role behavior not only zintong cultures but also within ti given
scx . . . and in addition, there is considerable variability in sex-typed behavior
within the life stages of individuals.

In regard to maturational variations in individuals: Mussen (1961) dis-
covered that some boys who were described as "more feminine'7 and less
well adjusted in adolescence were better adjusted, in terms of their mascu-
linity, a,. adult men_ It is reported that girls who are assertive in preadoles-
cence inhibit their expressions of aggression as they mature.

Sutton-Smith (1966 ) asserts that some of these life-stage changes in
mzisculinity-femininity mziy be ontogenetic (related to biological develop-
ment ) . hut Ragan (1964 ) has a different explanation. He ties the changes
directly to socialization. '.13ehayior that deviates markedly front sex role
standards will he inhibited as a result of the child's desire to avoid social
rejection and his desire to model himself after culturally approved role
models,"

Socialization of Females

The socialization of the female in our society has created a 5I % majority
of second-class citizens. This can he substantiated on both a subjective and
an objective level. In regard to the subjective; according to McKee and
Sherriffs (1957 ), both sexes devalue being, female and both sexes rttte men
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as more v.vr( hwhile than omen. At all tgcs. buys siron glv prefer masculine
roles. and at some ages. cirls too show a strone preference for masculine roles
(I3rokn, 1958 ). In a study on the relationship of early socialization experi-
ence to self-concept, Sears (1970 ) found that for both sexes femininity is
associated with poor self-concept. I3oth sexes generally prefer to have male
children (Dinitz, Dynes and Clarke, 1954).

Concerning objective manifest;itions of second-chiss citizenship: Bem and
13cm 19-21 write that if a newborn child is a OH.

c can predict .% ith almost complete confidence how she is likely to
spendine her time some 27, years laier. 4 3'.; of her wtiking time will he

spent in activity ihat %%ould conurand on hourly wage on the open market
hel10 hi. fedeLilly set minimum for rnenid industrial work I he

point is th;d this use of time is %irtually the same for homemakers with
;:olleL:e -ces and for homemakers %%ill) less then a uade school education.
f"r "rIwn flih1tLt lo Professional inen and for women married to blue-
collar workers:-

Baumrind (1972 ) asserts that girls in this society, and in other Western
societies, do not u_LluirL traits associated with independence, Baumrind in-
tends -independent- to mean ichieventent-oriented, domMant, resistant of
illegitimate authority, ;Ind purposive.* A strong case can be made for this
lack of independence being the product of sex role conditioning and not
basic biological differences. For example, data from Fels Research Insti-
tute (Sontag, et al., 1958 ) point up a relationship between a low acceptance
of the feminine role and ;in increase in 10 from aiges six to ten in girls; and
girls who show such an increase are likely to be independent and dominant.
It is interesting that Helson (19601 found a consistent issociation between
creativity in college women and tomboy traits.

In separate studies Baumrind ( 1972 ) cr,mdall (1964). Kagan and Moss
1962 report that independence in cirls is ;issoeiated with an tibsence of

overprotectiveness in the parents, and parental' nonacceptance. Baumrind
theorizes that overly close attachments and tension-reducing interactions do
not foster zissertiveness tind independence, The implication is that many girls
may suffer from an unhealthy degree of parental overprotection.

/km and Bent ( 19721 believe that there is "an unconscious ideology about
the nature of the female child ;aid the nature of her aspirtitions from the very
beginning...." The substance of this ideology is that the female is inferior
in most endeavors, is passive by nature, suited for only a narrow range of
occupations, which are mostly domestic and service-oriented. How is this
unconscious ideology conveyed? The scenes in the Protocol film provide a
pzirtial cat:dogue of Me types of events thttt perpetuate this ideologystereo-
typic storybook charac'ers and language, difTerential encouragement in
career choices, differential disciplining, differential expectations regarding
assertiveness in social interactions, differential treatment in activities involv-

liaumrind speaks 01 Independence in the context of -mstrunlental competem
Instrumental commerce is behavior Mat is both socially responsible and independent.
.1,,:eording to Hailmrind, 1,,mcn fulfill only part of the performance of instrumental
competence in that the% eencrally arc socially responsible but ore not mdeperment.
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ing physical risks, high emphasis on physical appearance in girls, differential
reintorcement ot initiative in problem-solying tasks. perpetuation of the
impression that boys can do things better, peer pressure to conform to stereo-
pie images, the exclusion of females from whole categories of activities,

According to 13em and Beni (1972), what the society, through socializa-
tion really controls is the female's motivation.

"It is Hcqiientiv artmcd that a 21-vear-old woman is perfectly free to choose
a career if she cares to do so. No one is standine In her way. Rut this arem-
ment conveniently overlooks the fact that our society has spent 20 years
carefully marking the woman's ballot for her, and so it has nothin4 to lose
in that 21st year by pretendine, to let her east it for the alternative of her

tee Socie(% has controlled not her ;Merna lives althoueh discrimination
does do that), hut more importantly, it has controlled her motivation to
choose. . The so-called 'freedom-to-ehoose' is illusory, and it Cannot
he invoked to justify a society which controls the woman's motivation to
eln)ose.

Flelson I 9f holds that the inhibition of assertiveness and initiative is a
serious barrier to creatisitv in women. If this is so, and if the society does
suppress or thwart the female s motivation to succeed, it wonld seem, then,
that a powerful set of socialization factors act to keep women in a subordinate
role.

A New Kind of Socialization

As mentioned earlier, Sears (1970 hnds that for both sexes femnfinity
is associated with poor self-concept. Much that has been reported in the sum-
mary of research in this manual lends support to this finding. In light of this,
it seems crucial that adultshoth as individual agents and as members of
institutionsprovide experiences for girls and boys that enhance their seff-
concept. It is not hard to imagine that children who aro socialized to view
themselves its inferior, as not fulfilling some stereotyped ideal, will reach
adulthood with a severe handicap- -a handicap that can be felt in hard sta-
tistics (their chances in the labor market) and in spiritual dimensions (the
degree to which they are prejudiced against themselves),

Baumrind I 1972) provides some concrete suggestions of a new kind of
Jalization. She advises:

I he same vieorous campaien to eradicate sex role stereotyping must be
initiated as is now being conducted to eradicate ethnic stereotyping....
if men are to share housework and child care, they must he trained to
possess ;Ind value these skills as children. If women are to work outside
the home, and he able to share the handyman chores at home, they must
be trained to possess and value these skills as children. So far as I know
the educational system has accommodated little, if at all, to demiInds that
sex-stereotyping end."

in regard to females, .13aumrind recommends: that girls be taught to com-
pete in physical combat, in organized sports and in self-defense from an
early age; that girls be taught to react assertively to threat; that parents not
inhibit independence in girls by being overprotective and that parents exer-
else authoritative rather than authoritarian control, The authoritative parent,
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ting l'irm control :nut not overly restricting the child, encourages hi.r
to feel tree not to eonforin blindly and to voice objections. A tendency to
overconform often characterizes girls in our society. notes Baumrind.

lioys, too, aro not socialized in the most humane, potential-maximizing
manner. Sutton-Smith 1966 ) noses that while boys in practically all human
cultures are given more self-reliance and independence training titan girls.
Nws also suffer a severe disadvantage.

hos,. soreni, hat harshly toreed out from terMlle protenon and forced
conmensatoriK to prove that they tire men, nmke much heiter cannon
fodder than boys who are more humane and compassionate.... They thus
set 1/4 C hell" ,00elie,, WI ssith their compassion hut with their lives.-

I-or sonic adults. considerable energy is devoted to a resocializine of the
'cif ss ith regard to sex role. There is a growing number of persons who have
examined :ind rejected sex role delinitions dictated by the society. Such self-
resoeializing borders on a revamping of personality structure, or at least re-
quires endurance of a long, painful period of growth. Further, it is no longer
a relatively simple matter of females becoming more like males in certain
attributes, or vice verso. Fach person's combination of gender traits is com-
plex .ind unique and cannot be readily classified, One can no longer so readily
categorize persons as masculine or feminine in the ways these terms have
traditionally been used, What !lender label should be applied to an aggressive
male who openly cries when he is sad, or to a soft-spoken female who knows
how to defend herself with physical skill and strength if she is physically
attacked'.

implications
Maccobv iii l73 writ that much recent work shows "small or non-

significant rest its in areas (1nce considered well-documented sex differences."
She speculates that one explanation is that sex differences have gotten smaller
over the years and that the sexes may he crowing more alike in intellectual
abilities. Indeed, it is possible that ...ex differences in intellectual ability are a
funi:uon or the degree of sex-typing fostered hv the culture.

There is evidence that the male has greater physical strength and is
innately more aggressive than the female (see sections on physical and social/
emotional differences ). It is possible that historically these biological differ-
ences led to status differences which once bad survival value for humans
(NI,lecohv and Jacklin. 1974). Rut regardless of the precise import of bio-

differences, it, appears that the principal researchers of human sex
differences would agree that thcre is no evidence that such differences war-
rant the cross imhzdance th.it exists in the socialization of the sexes in our
society tot

Physical S6X Differences

Research on physical differences between males and females is limited, and
implications of the research are often unclear. For example. studies with
primates do not with certztinty apply to humans, and in many cases httve not
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heen reph, tea with llUIli.rtis. Any tactual information is always open to
dolerent interpretations, to opposing ways of look* at it.

What research studies have to say about the similarities and differences
hei,Aeell moles and females'.' This ,ection will summarize some of the research
findings and di,cuss their implications for physical activities in schools.

-Recent investigations in a variety of disciplines suggest that complex
n.eractions anumg genetic, hormonal. and environmental factors determined
ihe des eloprnent of sex differences in human behavior- (Hamburg and
I ondc. 19ob In% csngators are split generally into two camps: the "pre-
destmarians-----biologv predisposes :ind limits a person to certain roles and
MIAs lors-- and the -environmental determinists"differcnces between peo-
pk. hy social and cultural pressure, rather than hv genetic and
Hological determinants. The environmentalists helieve that the differences
heRveen the se \ es are exaggerated and less meaningful than the similarities
between people a, human he*, Fratier and Sadker. I (-)73

Sex Differentiation

nleme from experimentatimi and ins esiigation of sex horinines seems
to be that the similarities of structure in the 111:11e and female fetus and infant
ire tar greater than the difference,. The male sex hormone, androgen, plays

.ini ouportant role in the structure of the male and influences certain per-
sonality characteristics such as aggression. If a genetic male or female
embrr o in the womh is castrated (i.e., deprived of androgen ) . then the baby
is horn with a fernale morpholoev. Thus. the presence of this onc hormone
makes the difference between male and female.

According to Dr. John Money. who has been investigating the question of
se.x differentiation for many years. gender identity is at: ongoing process, with
different stags of sex differentiation. At each stage of the physiological deter-
ruination of the fetus there are two possibilities of development (male or
female 1: selection and development in one direction at one stage does not
preclude selection or development in the Hther direction (luring the next stage.
However, we cannot see this bipotentitdity and range of :tmbiguities in devel-
opmental selection as it is occurring; and once a child is horn, we assign it a
sex based on the external appearance of its genitals.

To study the implications of his findings on sex differentiation. Money
( I 9661. along with Hampson and Hampson (1961). worked with pseudo-
hermaphrodites to try to determine whether environment or chemistry played
a greater part in gender role development. Pseudohermaphrodites are people
whose gender is not readily identifiable because they possess a genital strue-
[lir,: resembling both male and female. In this study, pseudohermaphrodites
were females possessing iln enlarged clitoris (which resembled a penis),
resulting from defects in th_e melabolism of the fetal adrenal gland. The
gender role of these subjects seemed to he the result of a learning process
independent of their chromosomal. gonadal, or hormonal sex. In other words,
environmental conditions in the first few years of life determined the sex
identification of these children.

In another study with pscudohermaphrodites. Flampson and Hampson
( 96 I ) observed children reared in ;1 sex contradicting their predominant
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external genital appearance. -I hey saw that it was possible for a pseudo-
hermaphrodite to establish a gender role agreeing with the assigned sex and
rearing by the parents despite the paradoxical appearance of the external
genitalia.

The conclusions Money draws from this work are important. He believes
humans are psychosexually neutral at birth: vender identification is a -dif-
ferentiation process [that I would appear to be a rather delicate one, rather
easily subject to disruption." Further. -The program in the genetic code,"
he says. -spells out only a readiness to differentiate gender identity and role"
and everythinr else is "programmed into the social code of interacting and
learning" (Money, 19651.

However. Money's theory of psychosexual neutrality is. of course, refuted
by other investigators who place themselves in the camp of the predetermin-
ists. Diamond (1965 ) and Beach (1965 1 believe that humans are pre-
disposed to gender orientation, but that this predisposition is only a potenti-
ality. According to Diamond. -Life experiences act to , mold this prenatal
organization until an environmentally (socially and culturally) acceptable
vender role is formulated and established" (quoted in Hamburg and Lunde,
1966 ) . Beach's conclusions arc similar.

Regardless of whether one believes that gender role identification is com-
pletely a produet of social influences, the facts seem to be that culture plays
an important part beginninv at birth in molding a child's "masculine" or
-feminine" role orientation.

Body Differences
C. D. Flory (1935 ) found that growth rate is related to sex. Girls are

more mature at birth than boys and stay ahead in maturity in the elementary
school years. In high school, virls are two years ahead of boys in skeletal
development as well as in psychological maturity, dentition, acquisition of
locomotor ability, onset of procreative ability, and completion of physical
growth.

Another study showed males more susceptible to disease (Washburn,
Medearis. and Childs. 1965). The investigators hypothesized that the reason
is that the differentiation of the male genital tract is more complex, and that
X ehromosome genes (of which the male has onc and !'-e female two) are
related to resistance to infections. It is interesting that, ltc reviewers of this
project point out that in groups that strongly value male strength and self-
sufficiency, early susceptibility to illness may have unpleasant implications
for boys (Hamburg and Lunde, 1966 ).

In studies with newborns, females react more to the removal of a covering
blank,21 than do males, and show a lower threshold to air-jet stimulation of the
abdomen. Newborn males are able to raise their heads higher than newborn
females_ llowever. there is not enough research to tell what this means in
terms of male, female differences as the infant grows older (Hamburg and
Lunde, I 966 )

Addressing the issue from an anthropological orientation. Margaret Mead
(1949 ) reports that secondary sex characteristics (height, muscle-fat ratio,
skeletal structure) are not completely under genetic control but can be
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affected by culture and owironmental factors. in Bali, where males do little
heal. v lifting work, preferring instefid llLht mfmy-handed ktbor both males
and females have slender somatypes. However, Balinese men who do work
as dock coolies under European supervision develop the heavy musculature
more typical of males."

Kohlherl, (1962 worked with five- to six-year-old children to check the
hypothesis that children see males as physically more powerful arid invulner-
able. When children were ;isked "Why don't girls fight like boys?.- the, most
frequent response was -f3ccausc girls get hurt more than boys.- There is no
e%tdence that girls get hurt more or more often than boys because of physical
differences. hut the stereotype seemed to conic from the perceived sex differ-
ences in bodily structure and capacities. To children; Kohlberg says. the
ltronger person has greater SOCIA power: soLial power derives from physical
power, vli ich derives from si/e.

Activity Level
There appears to be no 2encrzil sex differenee in level of activity. but when

there arc differences. they usually favor boys. Activity leyel is not a stable
ch.tr.icteristie of individual childrenit vfiries from day to day. year to year.
There IlLiv be ;.leonstuutionfil contribution to the m;ile's tendency to put out
more energy, or to respond with more movement to certain stimulating con-
ditions. hut boys and men are Mir generally more active (Maccoby and Jack-
lin. 1974

Aggression
-Thv u.ord 'aggression refers to i loose cluster of actions and motireti which

necessarily rehited to one another. I he eenmil theme is the intent
of one individual to hurt another. Hut attempts ot hurt may reflect either
(he desire to hurt for its Own s(ike, or the desire to control another individual
for other ends) through fear. Modes of expressinq hostile feeiings vary

greatly.... Most important of all, an individual svho is known for a readi-
ness to light under some circumstances will he meek and gentle under others,
and this is true among animals as well as ,imong human beings," ( Maccohv
and facklin; 1974) .

Aggression will be discussed in this chapter as it relates to biological fac-
tors; further discussion appears in the section on social and emotional sex
differences.

Aggression seems to he connected to sex for the following reasons:
11 males are more aggressive than females in all human societies for
which evidence is available;

these sex differences ...Ire found early in life when there ts nc _vidence
f differential socializafion pressures:

thcse differences are similar in man and in sub-human primates;
,tggressIon is related to levels of sex hormones and can be changed by

experimental adminisqations of them (Maccoby and Jacklin. 1974).
in fi study conducted with primzites (Young, Goy, and Phoenix, 1964).

the hormone androgen was given to prewant monkeys with the result that
females were born resembling the description of male monkeys: they threat-,
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ened. initifited play, and engaged in rough-and-tumble play. We do not know
what the effect on human infants would he if their minhers were administered
androgen, but speculmion by the researchers is that effects would be more
subtle. There might be more ezise in learning aggressive patterns. or these
iggressive patterns mieht become more rewarding (e.g., large muscle move-

ments would be more gratifying and would therefore he more frequently
repeated).

Studies with male rhesus monkey at Yerkes Institute have shown that
there is definite relationship between the amount of testosterone present
and the amount of aggression displayed, and how high the monkey is in the
dominance hierarchy. The more aggressive males tend to have higher levels
if androeens. 1 Testosterone levels fluctuate, however. :Ind can be both the

cause and the result of aggressive behavior; the hormone level in a monkey
will 20 dow n with a failure experience and stay down until the monkey has
had a success experience I Rose, et al. 1971; Kreuz and Rose. 1972).

in other animal studies, Andrew (1972) found male chicks treated with
androeens more aggressive than untreated males. Grady et al. (1965) admin-
istered testosterone to infant female rodents, which increased their fighting
in adulthood. Another study reported that the neonatal administration of the
female hornlone estradiol reduces fighting in the adult male rat, but increases
aggression in females (Bronson and Desjardins. 1968).

With humans. Prhardt and Baker (1973) studied 17 fetidly androgenized
girls and compared them with their 11 normal sisters. The androgenized
girls had surgery on their masculinized genitalia, hut behaviorally they con-
tinued to be ni isu. tilunu. I thcy preferred to plity with boys; had little
interest in weddinn. dolls or babies; preferred outdoor sports). The prob-
lems of this study are that the abnormality of the and%)genized 60st:idled
for cortisone treatments, and there may be unaccounted-for side effects from
Mis treatment: also the evidence of their behavior comes from interviews
with their mothers. and the answers may be biased.

Joslyn (1973 u reported that dosages of male hormones will increase fight-
ing in females. but there is little research on whether the dosage of androgen.s
will elevate male levels of aggressive behavior. Erhardt and Baker (1973) did
find, however. that fetallY androgenized boys were not behaviorally different
from their normal brothers.

The field of hormone research is a ni.,w and growing one. For a more de-
tailed discussion of the involvement of biology in aggression. sec Chapter 7,
-Power ReLitionshir: ,Ageression, Competition. Dominance. Compliance"
in Thi. Hf Sex Difference v by Eleanor Maccoby and Carol Jacklin
tstanford. CA Stanford Unive,sitv Prcss, 1974 I,

The Role of Sehoo!s

Schools, among othr institutions, sus am sex role stereotyping in physical
actlytts through segregated physical education classes :Ind intramural
sports, Jind in teachers' differential treatment and expectittions of boys and
girls in regard to their physical activity. People are beeorning concerned that
this lack of participation in and lack of eneourae.ement to join sports affects
girls' self-concepts, and that the energy that girls are often discouraged from
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expressing ciiierccs in unhealthy ways. Girls learn to view themselves as
weaker than boy s more etisily hurt, and therefore inferior. The other side
of the coin is that boys are expected to be involved in and enthusitistic about
sports, tind the self-concept of the bov %Nho has other interests suffers if he
cannot live up to his "male- role.

Clurenbach (1972) writes:

-Women are denied the opportunity for healthful, exciting self-expression
throuvh physical activity in mum: ways.... Through nursery school days.
girls are told and expected to stay clean and neat.... and follow instruc-
tions. In elementary school. snow-balling, tree climbing and just goofing
around in innumerable independent, unstructured physical play activities
are reserved for boys, and hole girls are heing carefully and irrevocahly pro-
grammed to be 'young ladies7

in junior high and hiah sehools there is a large discrepancy in bUdget, fa-
cilities, space .ind equipment for boys' tind girls' sports. In this way schools
contribute to the feeling that girls have second-class status in athletics, There
are also different sports offered to boys and girls. There is usually an over-
emphasis both in the classroom and in athletic programs of protecting girls
from injury or strain, and an underemphasis on developing skills and experi-
encing teamwork. The traditional place for girls in intramural sports i§ the
cheering line or the spectator sectionliving vicariously through the players,
the men.

There is another area of ph) sical activity that is not part of the physical
education program, and that is the classroom, Girls zire expected to be less
active than boys, and are much more firmly reprimanded for rambunctious-
ness and large movements in the classroom, Boys are expected to perform
duties involving strengthliftine. carrying. etc. Boys are the strong c nes;
girls aiT expected to be graceful. Boys dress so that they are comfortable
with physical movement: airls often come to school in dresses -and shoes that
prevent them from climbing and running.

As we have_ seen from looking at existing research, there is no reason on
the basis of physical sex differences for differential treatment of boys rind
girls in sports and other physiczil tictivities. Preferable methods for deciding
who participates in which activities would be on the btlsis of preference of
each child, and skill level, with some reaard for diversity.

School Sports
In a study of the etTcLts ot competitive sport._ -m airls growth, develop-

ment and general health. Rarick (1972) reports that "the evidence to date
indicates that the health of young women is not impaired by heavy training
and, in fact. is likely to be enhanced by rigorous athletic proarams that are
properly supervised," In this report Rarick covers: growth and development
(no growth impairment with swimmers; some accelerated growth); sports
during menstrual period (some disorders from over-training; physical per-
form;ince not tiffected during menstrual period); child-bearing functions (no
adverse effects; tithletes htive fewer complications and shorter labor than
non-athletes); masculinization (no evidence to support); physiologictil func-
tions (more resistant than males to development of muscular strength and
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flower; heart and iespirak ry adaptations to ht.'avV training similar to males I;
psychological and emotional effects (no evidence to support women not
suited for competitive sports ); questionable practices t.some programs em-
ploy male coach for girls' teams: possibility of funds being used for talented
few ;It expense of others who need activities most ).

For the hoy who isn't the football or baseball' hero, life is often miserabk.
f le isn't given a choice, either k expected to participate, enjoy and excel
in physical activities as often as the girl who wants to participate is discour-
aged from sports. In addition, boys can be prevented from joining activities
in school which are viewed as -unniasculine. Few schools, for example.
offer dance classes for boys, or dance for boys and girls together. A boy who
w.mts to he a dancer is called a sissy.

There is an emphasis on competition in athletics, on winning the
game ;it any costeven if it involves injury, t.iut.lt y, brutality, hostility, un-
ethical practices. and- lack of compassion. Learning that to be masculine he
intist he competitike and therefore also cruel and brutal, etc. ) demoralizes
.ind restricts a boy who may Tint enjoy competing, or who seldom wins when
he does compete. If a girl does enter into the realm of male-oriented sports.
she is expected to compete in the ,1111(` wav that boys have been taught to
compete. It is more difficult for her because she has been taught during those
same %ears to he polite mid quiet and to stay on the sidelines (Clarenbach.

The positive side of competitiveness is sportsmanship. A good athlete \I'M
win graciously and lose without having a tantrum.

.!eking this tramtimig :Ind the %attic plaell upon sportsmanship. women
are iiichned to he vhinv and cresttallen when they lose and arropnt and
hoastt ml \Allen thex ,A in li women tiC to compete with men. 'hey will have
to he trained a cirts to tolerNte defeat without being devastated, and to

in Sm ;divot 'rohhiml th,2 loser of his dignity or fearinr that he will
he LlekaNtatcd mm defe,i s:71StrdlCd I lB :1111116nd. 1072).

Changes
fhere is a dilemma when girls want to participate in sports that have tradi-

tionallr been open (ink to hovs: they don't know the skills required for the
sport. or ths.x haSen't lizid enough experience playing to he equzil with the
hoN s. Ps solutions are: 1 ) to have the girls play the smile ames as the
boys, but separately. until their lescl (o- skill has reached that (fl- the boys: and

v. introduee a sport tint is new to both girl.; and boys, so that they learn
the skills nt the same 7inic. When teachers luie tried this :.:econd approach,
the :. report thi-t the difference in skill is not between boys as a group and
mils as a iJoup, hut Nither between individualssome girls :ire better than
smite ho'0, and see ,ersa. Another approach that some teachers have em-
phasized is, to introduce non-competitive activities into the curriculum.

Au intermi:diate school in the San Francisco Bay Area recently initiated
a coed phrsical education program. I he response from teachers and students
for the first semester of the program is positive. Students select which sports
they want from a choice of four, changine every four weeks. Each class is
therefore composed of hovs irid girls according to their chomce. and each
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class also contains a full range of skills and eapabilities. According to the
coach teporting on the program, no injuries have been sustained by girls as
a result ot participating in a sport with boys, and neither boys nor girls object
to ha ing the opposite sex on their teams. Because the teams are mixed, there
is a lot of peer skill teaching of the weaker members of the team. And these

:ALT inernbers- :ire boys ;is well is girls (Mt. Diablo LIMlied School Dis-
(Het. Fall. 1973 ).

The research we have read on physical differences between boys and girls
showed that there is no reason to prevent girls from participating in ;ictivi-
ties previously labelled for nun: only. There is no reason why teams should
not be composed of boys and girls together. The most important conclusion
to tic readied from the literature is that if girls Or boy,: with to enter into an
actk i there k rio hinloyiCtil reason for them to be prevented from doing so.
This is supported by reports from those who have been experimenting with
eoed physical education classes and teaching alternative new activities, both

indkidual teachers and as part of school programs. Further evidence sup-
ports the belief that muscle development and coordination ro hand-in-hand
with learning children are healthier if they are more active, both inside and
outside the classroom.

Intellectual Sex Differences

Se%eral reviews have been written summarizing the research on sex differ-
ences in intellectual functioning. Among these are Terman and Tyler ( I 954),
Nlaccoh% ( I )66 ), and Clarai and Scheinfeld 19(18), In each review, intel-
lectual functioning is broken down and discussed in a slightly different way.
The areas in which boys and girls have been tested and compared are:

general intelligence
verbal ability
spatial and analytic ability
math ability

In addition to presenting comparative data on intellectual abilities, some
reviews of sex differences correlate personality attributes with intellectual
abilitie; in an effort to explain some of the differences that have been found.
Some of these personaliey characteristics are:

dept;ndence and passk ity vs. independence
affiliatixt needs vs. achievement needs
aggression and competitiveness
level of i,spiration and achievement motivation
level of amdety and fearfulness

er faetors that have been examined in looking at intellectual differences
and which are covered in this chapttr are parent-child relationships (includ-
ing identification and role modeling), children's physical developmental
timetable, the unetic vs. environmental contributions mentioned already in
the handbook section on physical sex differences. and hiological differences
ziffecting intellectual development.
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In this chapter we shall present a summary of the research on sex differ-
ences in intellectual functioning, including possible origins of differences,
review some of the speculation on the school's role in supporting these differ-
ences, and list some areas for further research.

Sex Differences in Intellectual Abilities

Sex differences can he more easily examined with regard to specific abili-
ties than to overall intelligence. Girls tend to excel in solving verbal problems,
boys in spatial problems. Achievement tests show girls superior in all kinds
of language material, and boys higher in science and mathematics. Girls get
bettor grades in elementary and high school. Ability differences are most
apparent at older age levels. There appear to be no sex differences in most
abilities which are classified by psychologists under the heading of learning
(memory. ability to process information).

Verbal A bility. Between the ages of three and eleven the sexes are similar
in verbal ability. Older studies document female superiority in verbal skills
before the age of three_ More recent studies tend not to show superiority in
spontaneous vocabulary after the beginning of the understanding of speech.

A longitudinal study (Droege, 1967) followed high school students from
the 9th through the 12th grade, and showed that the superiority of girls in
verbal tasks increased during those high school years. The test measures
included comprehension of complex written text; quick understanding of
complex, logical relations expressed in verbal terms, and some tests of verbal
creativity.

13rimer (1969 ) points out that tests of language ability which are used
in schools may be biased in favor of girls because of their verbal superiority
(just as many rnath tests may be biased in favor of boys because`of their
superiority in visual spatialization ). When Brirner used picture tests of vo-
cabulary with children, from five to eight, pointing their responses, he found
sex differences in favor of boys. However, McCarthy and Kirk (1963) got
significant differences in favor of girls when they used a procedure similar
to Brimer's. Differences in verbal abilities, therefore, may be the result of
the test being used.

Spatial A bill ty. Spatial ability includes the following:
I. Ability to orient oneself or real objects in space.
2. Ability to visualize or form mental images of how objects or oneself

is located in space.
3. Ability to generalize in symbols these physical and mental experiences

(Fennema, I 973b).
The area of spatial ability shows the strongest and most consistent sex dif-
ferences of all the intellectual functions. According to Maccoby (1966),
there are no differences in spatial abilities up to age 10 or I 1, but at that
time boys pull ahead of girls in a wide range of populations and tests.

Garai and Scheinfeld's (1968) review of researe., shows that from infancy
rnales are superior to females in perception, judgment, and manipulation of
spatial relationships. From the age of eight, boys show greater field inde-
pendence of an image or object, with girls being more dependent on the
peripheral visual field.
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Matho Ability. There do not seem to be any significant differences
it mothematical ability bets i.een boys ond girls until around aue 9 to 13,

when differences begin to favor boys ( Vlaceoby. 1966), Fennema (1973n)
exomined data from two studies by Parsley (1963, 1964 ). whose work has
been quoted often as supporting the belief that boys ochieve significantly
better than girls in mathematics. Fennenia concluded that in older elemen-
tary school children, -girls appear to outperform boys in Arithmetic FUnda-
mentals at all ability levels except the very highest while very bright boys
outperform very bright girls in Arithmetic Reosoninu, It is not reasonable
from this study to conclude the boys learn mathematics better than do girls.
In fact, a strong case can be mode for concluding that since uirls outperform
boys consistently in Arithmetic Fundamenutk. uirls lettrn mathematics better
than do boys.

The National Longitudinal Study of Mathematical Ability studied one
,roup of children over five years as they progressed through grodes four

to eiiIht, and a second group over four years through grades seven to tI:n. The
data showed that there ale no signilicant differences that consistently appear
between the math learning of boys and uirls in grades four to nine (Fennema,
1973a ) . There is this trend, however: if a difference does exist. girls tend to
perfornt better in tests of moth computation ond boys better in math ren-
sonin.l. These findinus arc .upportecl in reviews by 'Ferman ond Tyler ( 1954
and Nlaceohy ( 1966 )

in high school there are problems ossociated with mterpretinu tests of
mdth ability. One is the dropout rate of biis mentioned corner: another is
the fact that girk don't elect math courses NS often as boys; the testing sample
in high school may therefore be composed of brighter boys (who haven't
left sehool ) and highly interested uirls.

In one study ( Backman. 1972 1. siynilicont differences were found fowl-
inu bO5 in Inuit school: in another study ( Fasterdztv tind Eilsterchty. I 96S )
differences were in favor of rirls. and in a third study (I3hushan. et al., 1965)
no siunilicant differences were found. Results front studies of high school
uroups in-mathematics ability are therefore inconclusive.

Is it piis:ible that what test results are reflecting is not that hovs are su-
perior in math itself btu that thee are superior in a separate dimension
spatial ability? in this regord. Maccobv and Jacklin (1974 ) report some very
interestiniz findings from the I Iarvord Project Physics (Wolkeru, 1969):

-Ph\ siCs achic%critent tests ksere gien to a larue sample of hwit school
students. 011 the portions of the test callinQ tor visual-spatial skills, the
male ;-01,sies students did better: on xerbal test items female physics students
obt,iined hi-h scores. It ssould appear verbal and spatial factors account for
wine of the variance in science achievement: it is possible that the same
situation applies m math.

Problem-Sigrinv One criterion of skill in prohlem-solving is the ability
0 break ;et (the ability to abandon a once-adopted sct when zi new approach

seems required for successful problem solution I. There may he N SCN: dif-

ference favoring boys and men in set hreziking itth nid itIckliti, 1974).
:Another Uletor in problem-solving performance is anitlytic abilit y. gen-

erally o talent ossigned to males. A review of the literature shows that the
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use of -analytic style- in grouping is not more common in one sex than the
other Maceoby and Jacklin, 1974 ).

It is generally accepted that males perform better than females on prob-
lems involving field-inckpendence (pickine out one image. sound, etc., from
many ) this is true in many. but not all. studies. Sex differences here appear
at adolescence, and the development of these differences parallels that of
the differences in analytic spatial abilities, which strongly favor boys. How-
ever. the mole superiority in field-independence is true only on visual-spatial
tasks. There is no sex difference on tests of selective listening and tactual
tasks requiring disembedding (Maceoby and Jacklin. 1974 ).

There is sonic evidence that the type and content of the problem make
a difference in performance (i.e.. males were better in spatial problems
whereas no differences were found in human relations problems). Males
also seem to have a favorable attitude Kik% ard problem solution and therefore
exhibit more task persistence than females (Garai and Scheinfeld, 1968 ).

Differences between the sexes in cognitive style have characterized girls
as showing more attention to detail, using narrower categories in classifica-
tion of material and giving more routine responses. Boys are said to use
broader categories (oi ifiemion and suggest more novel elements for
inclusion in their categories Sutton-Smith, I 966).

Learning, Maccobv and Jacklin (1974 ) report that there appear to be
no sex differences in learning.

. it clearly cannot he said that either sex has a superior memory capacity.
nor a superior set ol skills in the storaee and retrieval of information. when
a variety of content is considered."

They find no sex differences in simple associative forms of learning, the
ability to process incidental information, or in social memory (ability to
register and recall social stimuli ).

Vogel and co-workers (1971 ) contend that females have specialdifficulty
in tasks calling for the inhibition of an already learned habit in favor of a new
response. but Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) conic to a different conclusion.
Their survey of the research uncovers no basis for believing females are
unable to handle forms of learning wHch involve the delaying of an initial
response tendency.

In summary, the differences between males and females in intellectual
functioning are often only trends rather than consistent. significant differ-
ences. Maccobv (1966 ) frequently emphasizes that the range of individual
differences is greater than differences between the sexes. We have seen the
results from intelligence tests. and will examine next some possible causes
for the differences which do exist.

Possible Origins of Sex Differences in Intellectual Abilities
There are i variety or conditions which may iiccount for sex differences

in intellectual functioning. These include the different rates of development
of girls and boys, lateralization of the brain into two hemisphet :5, and the
influence of sex hormones.

Develiqnnental Timetable. Girls mature physiologically faster than boys.
It is the physiological timetable which determines 41 person's rate of devel-
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opment, th_ a, at which optimum level of performance is attained, the
duration 01 ms optimum level, and the rate of aging processes.

Sox differences found in general intelligence during early life seem to
parallel these physiological development trends. For example, girls mature
faster than boys and are ahead in language up to age three. When looking
at intellectual differences between sexes, therefore, one factor to take into
account is the developmental timetable (Mace". 1966 ).

Heredity. There seems to he little doubt that a child's composite I Q is
inherited. but there is little research about the inheritance of specific abilities.
Maccohv and Jacklin 1972 ) could find only three studies (Stafford, 1961;
Corah, 1965: Hartlage, 1970 , .vhich lookedk at parent-child resemblances
in spatial ability. Each investigator found significant cross-scx correlations
that is. boys' scores on spatial abilities correlated with their mothers' scores

hut not with their fathers scores: girls' scores correlated with their fathers'
hut not with their mothers' scores ). All the studies rule out the possibility
th.it spatial ability is acquired through' modeling of the mirent or teacher
of the same sex as the child. According to these studies there is at least some
degree of genetic control over spatial abilities, but there are unfortunately
no comparable figures for verbal abilities.

Brain Lwerali7ation, Some studies have looked at brain lateralization to
explain the superiority of hoys in spatial abilities and girls in verbal abilities
(Sperry and Levy. 1970: Kimura. 1967 ). Lateralization into two brain
hemispheres occurs in early childhood. In adults, spatial ability is localized
in the right hemisphere. and verbal functioning (speech, language, and cal-
culation ) in the left hemisphere. The left hemisphere is dominant in most
people. right-handedne,-.s being one indication of dominance, Lateralization
is an advantage for most intellectual functions. Since girls arc on a faster
developmental timetable than boys, they establish hemispheric dominance
earlier than boys. This can explain the early superiority of girls in speech
,md hinguage as well as the reason for boys ciitching up in middle childhood .

ft is not clear, however, how the functions of the non-dominant hemisphere
are affected by early lateralization. Sperry and Levy (1970) believe this
hemisphere is weaker in girls because of early lateralization, which could
account for girls' deficit in spatial abilities.

The problem with this theory, according to Maccoby and Jacklin (1972),
is that there are very 1ew sex differences in abilities in early and middle
childhood; rather. they emerge strongly alter lateralization is complete,
around the age of II, To find out whether early development of the non-
dominant hemisphere shuts off the development of spatial ability. a within-
sex examination is needed of the relationship of the early development of
language with later levels of spatial ability. This 'night give evidence of early
left-hemisphere dominance on right-hemisphere functioning.

Another problem with the Sperry-Levy theory of lateralization is that
each hemisphere controls a (luster of skills; the right controls not only
spatial abilities in which males excel ) but also fine perceptual-motor co-
ordination (in which females excel ), Besides controlling language fluency,
the left hemisphere controls elements where girls have no advantage over
boys (Maccoby and Jack lin, 1972 ).
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Hormotwl Research, There have been several recent studies exploring
the relationship of sex hormones with intellectual functioning. A relationship
has been confirmed in studies by Erhardt and Money (1967) and Dalton
(1968 ) both male and female hormones are able to promote whatever
aspects of prenatal growth relate to intellectual strength (Maccoby and
Jacklin, 1972).

Erhardt and Money (1967) administered synthetic progestin to pregnant
women; their daughters. between the ages of 3 and 14, were found to have
an average IQ of 125, which is above the national norm of 100. Dalton
(1968) studied women who received progesterone during pregnancy. The
sons and daughters of these women had significantly higher IQ's than a
matched control group, When Dalton established high-dosage and low-
dosage progesterone groups. she found that there was a significant decrease
in attainments in all academie subjects from the "high dosage" to the "low
dosage" to the control groups.

Brovermzin (1964, 1968 ). in his Work with individuals who are auto-
matizers and non-automatizers, found that both estrogens and androgens
increase automatizing abilities, and that estrogens are stronger increasers
than androgens. (Automatizing is a label for a cognitive style involving
simple, overlearned perceptual motor tasks. Non-automatizers solve prob-
lems by inhibition of well-learned responses and changing usual habits.)

Although hormone work does show that there is a relationship between
sex hormones and intellectual- functioning, it so far does not explain the
different patterns of specific intellectual abilities in the two sexes, nor is
there any information on whether specific hormones are related especially
closely to spatial or verbal abilities. Generally, data from work on sex hor-
mones iind brain lateralization are insufficient at this point to substantiate
their effects on sex differences. The area of the relationship of physinioeical
l'ictors to intellectual functioning is an exciting One which has just begun
to be explored.

Differences in Achievement
There is a great deal of difference in the achievement of boys and girls,

women and men. starting-, in the elementary years and continuing through
college into professional life lip until college, girls get better grades than
boys, even in subjects where boys score higher on achievement tests (math-
ematics and science ) . School grzide averages are significantly higher for
girls than for boys in elementary school, but the difference narrows toward
graduation from high school. Girls also appear to be more stable in their
scholastic performance. while boys show more variability (Garai and Schein-
feld. 1968 ),

In college and professionid life, however men achieve substimtially more
than women in almost any indiezitor of intellectuzd activity (books and
articles published, scientific. literary, and artistic achievements, etc.). Even
women who are in the same relative position as men (e.g,., Ph.D.'s in aca-
demic posts) are less productive in these respects (Maccoby, 1966). A
followup of the gifted children in Terman's longitudinal study 25 years later
showed that gifted inen ufilized their potentizil to a far greater degree than
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did gifted women (Teriiian and Oden. 1947). Why is this? There exist
theories and studies vhich attempt to answer the why of differential achieve
ment. -

Achievement Afotives. Matina Horner (1969 ) tested her supposition that,
because of social influences on children recording sex-appropriate behavior.
men possess a need to achieve and women possess an equolly persuasive
motive to avoid success. The need to achieve is an internal standard which
motivates an individual to do well in any achievement-oriented situation.
According to Horner, the motive to avoid success comes from a fear that
success in competitive achievement will lead to negative consequences such
as loss of popularity or femininity. Horner found that 65 per cent of the
women she tested showed evidence of the motive to avoid success, while
fewer than 10 per cent of the men tested showed it. Her findings suggest
that most women will fully explore their intellectual potential only when
they don't need to compete find that the fear of loss of femininity may lezid
to high anxiety in competitive situations.

Stein find Bailey (1973) have challenged this finding:

"ihe literature at this date does not support that sex difference. A nxieiv is
usually correlated netiatively with achievement for both sexes. althouA the
d f.m te not enrirel in a'ueement... [somc ! studies have found no correla-
tion between anxiety and school achievement. (Crandall ei al.. 1962:
1.ckarciNk and Hill. 1969: Stanfor d. Dember, and Stanford. 1963

`Fhere is one imporuint exception to these findings, if lQ is interpreted as
achievement. In the Fels sample (Sontag and Baker, 1958 ). there is a posi-
tive relationship between increases in IQ and anxiety in girls from ages six
to ten.

Personality Correlates of lnte//eru,al Fi:iuiiuninv. In a f rther attempt
to understand intellecwal differences between the sexes, we must consider the
personality characteristics that seem to correlate with intellectual functioning.

Taylor (1964 ) reviewed die literature from 1933 to 1963 on personality
attributes of achieving children, and compiled a list of the characteristics
of overachievers. Overachieving children showed: well-controlled anxiety;
hich self-esteem: acceptance of authority; good relations with peers; inde-
pendence (or little conflict regarding dependence); academically oriented
as opposed to socially oriented interests: and realistic goals.

Another study examined the increase in IQ of nursery and elementary
school children (Sontag, Baker. and Nelson, 1958). Children with the
greatest increase in 1() were more independent of adults and more competi-
tive with their peers. Girls with the greatest IQ inerezises were "less femin-
ine- (showed less sex-typing of behaviors ) and needed fewer immediate
rewards than other girls. Independence seems to be a consistent characteristic
of children who show increases in their 10 scores.

The personality characteristics associated with academic achievement
change with age..Aggression and competition become more markedly linked
with achievement in late elementary and Junior high school years, and even
more pronounced bv high school (Crandall, 1967).
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A number of the personality attributes listed here as being associated with
achievement have been shown to be more characteristic of boys than girls.
Moreover, they are traits that are supported in boys and discouraged in
girls. For example. our society expects males to be independent, aggressive
and competitive, to exhibit lack of fear and anxiety. Men are expected to
model teamwork and camaraderie; women to compete against each other
for men. The image of male success is oriented toward intellectual and vo-
cational achievements. The successful female shows off her family and has
attractive social skills. Women are not socialized to succeed intellectually
or professionally.

F3oys evaluate their own abilities and performance more re-zi,istically than
girls (Crandall. et al.. 1962; Sears. 1963). Crandall's work with first through
third grade children showed that competent boys believed their own abilities
enabled them to solve problem tzisks, while less competent boys and all girls
did not take credit for solving the problems, but felt thzu "fate" had solved
them. Boys who evaluate their abilities realistically are more likely to hold
realistic goals for themselves than boys and girls who are less in touch with
their capabilities.

Reasons for Differential Achievement
a) Values of the ychool_ Smith (1972) hypothesized that the reason

achievement is higher for men than for women in college and careers is the
school's reinforcement of -feminine," non-achievement-oriented qualities.

-It is clear that boys and girls get differential treatment through the grades
with the hoys apparently 12etting the worst of it. But with all this the girls
as a group seem to suffer more than boys from their school experience. Not
in grades.. .. hut in something more subtle."

Girls conie into nursery school physiologically more mature than boys,
further along verbally. Boys at the same age are immature, and not rein-
forcing to a teacher who tries to maintain zi relatively ordered and quiet
classroom. The boys more rzimbunctious and disruptive than the girls re-
ceive the tezieher's disapproval and criticism. Throughout the early school
years this pattern is repeated: girls are rewarded for their compliance, de-
pendency. control of impulsiveness and aggression: teachers see boys as
hztving less favorztble attitudes toward school than girls and girls see that
boys are ildmonished for behztviors of aggressiveness independence, impul-
siveness and autonomy all of thosc traits which we have seen are related

achievement. So the girls generalize tezicher approval to the habits of
-niceness" and begin to view school as a vehicle for earning social approval.

b) Teacher approval and disapproval. Children's achievement in school
is related to the amount as well as thc type of approval or disapproval they
receive from the teacher. In general, intellectual traits (problem-solving,
crezitivity) are perceived as male, with boys being reinforced for those tritits;
non-intellectual traits (socizil interactions ) zire reinforced in girls as being
approprizite ferriztle qu ilitics Minuchin (1964), compztring children in a
traditional school and a more modern school, found that there were strong
social demzinds for sex-typed behavior from children and that this pLiyed
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a role in producing some of the differences that exist in intellectual function-
ing.

Boys receive more attention than girls, but a good deal of that attention
is negative. Meyer and Thompson (1956) observed in three sixth grade
classrooms for 30 hours in each, and noted that boys received significantly
more blame contacts as well as more praise contacts than girls; teachers
were therefore interacting more with boys. McNeil (1964). studying the
relationship between teacher disapproval and reading difficulties, established
that perceptions of first grade students were that boys were criticized more,
and that girls read better. Flo determined that boys received more criticism
for disruptive behavior.

Allen. Spear and Lucke (1971) showed that teacher criticism hurts school
performance when they looked at reactions of children in primary and inter-
mediate grades to approval, silence, and criticism. Primary boys were more
adversely affected by criticism than any other group_ Next came older girls.
then young girls. with older boys least affected by criticism. Davidson and
Lang (1960) found that children who felt the teacher approved of them
both performed and behaved better.

c ) Se/f-concepr. There seems to be a connection between a child's concept
of self and achievement in school. Girls' self-concept appears to diminish
around the sante time as differentiated achievement in mathematics becomes
evidentabout age 13. Bachman (1970) reports that boys have more self-
confidence than girls in relation to intellectual activities, and self-concept
scores correlate with mathematical achievement in seventh graders. Fennema
(1973b) finds that girls apparently feel inadequate when faced with mathe-
matics. and probably avoid that subject whenever possible; their achievement
therefore suffers because they don't practice the skills.

At the same time. in self-ratings on self-esteem tests males and females
are similar up until college. At that time, when asked to predict how they'll
do on a task or to describe their satisfaction in their performance, men, more
than women, expect to do well and judge their performance favorably. Even
though women's college grades are as good as men's, women predict they'll
do less well in future tasks; men predict they'll do at least as well as before
(Crandall. 1969 ) .

Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) speculate that women express less self-
confidence than men because of a hesitancy to brag. or because they don't
define themselves in terms of success on tasks. Or they may feel less in
control of their own fate (Crandall, 1962), and that "success is due to
factors other than their own skills and htird work." Beginning in college,
men have a greater sense of potency about new tasks than do women,

d) Sexrole perception. A child's concept of self in regard to performance
of sex role traits may also he an important influence on achievement. The
findings of i study by Stein and Smithells (1969) suggest that one major
aspect of learning that occurs during a child's schooling may be the discerning
of what is appropriate and inappropriate for one's own sex. If a child views
an area of achievement (for example, reading or mathematics) as sex-
appropriate for himself or herself, he or she may put more effort into be-
coming proficient in that area than into one that is considered inappropriate.
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Mathematics and problem-solving are seen by society as masculine skills
tind therefore septirate from the female role. Clevekind and Bosworth (1967)
relate math achievement to sex role perception; thcir study established that
girls who achieved well in arithmetic had lower scores on tests measuring
a sense of personal worth than did girls who achieved poorly in afithmetic.
According to Kagan (1964), girls scoring low on a scale of femininity per-
formed better in math than those who exhibited -typical" feminine behavior.
However. Lombert's ( 1960) study did not find this to be true.

In the area of reading, where girls consistently outperform boys. Dwyer
(1973 ) found Oita reading is considered by both boys and girls to be a
feminine ictivity. The perceptions of the male sex role may therefore actively
interfere with boys' learning to read.

Intellectual Stereotyping in Schools
Sex stereotyping in the intellectual realm is pervasive in schools. It occurs

in teacher role modeling. in differenti:il teacher expectations and treatment,
in textbooks :Ind other curriculum materials. in chisses that are segregated
according to sex, and in counseling.

Textbooks. Women on Words and I rnaE,es (1971 ) was the first group to
amilyze the irmige of hays and Qirls presented in school texts. They found

strong bias against girls in 134 elementary school readers.

-Citing only a few of the dominant themes. they found for 'active masterv'
themes such as ingenuity, cleverness, industry, hravery, creative helpfulness,
competenee-- hoys cited 1,004 times, girls cited 342, For 'second sex' themes
such as passivity, pseudo-dependence. altruism, goal constriction. incom-
peten ce. humiliation of the opposite sexho,'s cited I S2 times, girls cited
435 times, It most take a pretty tough girl to resist the constant pressure to
measure down to the girls of the stories." I Smith, 1972)

Fennel-11a ( 197311) observes that sex stereotyping in mathematics texts
is also prevalent in illustrations and verbal problems. Women are not the
adventurers or problem solvers, but more often play the nurturant role in
which intellectual ability plays a minor part.

Testi/IL:. In Line of the few studies on sex hizis in testing. Tittle tind her
ociates (1973 ) extimined two areas of potential sex bias in achievement

ttstsl ananige usztge tind item content. They concluded that "any bias
which exists is primarily a function of the content of educational achieve-
ment tests rather than the nature of the language." and could be altered by
test developers and publishers, In addition to considerable bias in the number
of male and ternale noun and pronoun references, it was found that achieve-
ment tests contain numerous sex role stereotypes and thus do not differ
from other instructional materials. Males arc referred to much more fre-
quently than females. Boys are involved in many physical activities (climb-
ing. camping) and assume leadership and responsibility, while girls are
generally in helping roles (cooking, shopping); when involved in active
pursuits girls take "the back seztt to the stronger more qualified boys." Some
of the test content conveys the message that most professions are closed to
women and most of the blogrtiphical material in the tests refers to men
(Saario. Tittle. and jacklin, 1973).
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Difierential Expectations, The schools foster stereotypes about girls' and
boys' intellectual abilities by allowing curriculums to remain unchanged,
opportunities to be unoffered. What happens to the girl who wants to learn
to operate and fix the projector, a duty that frequently is handed to the boys
in the class? What effect does the school have on the boy who secretly would
like to learn macrame but is afraid of being put down by the teacher or his
friends, the girl who wants to get into wood shop and is refused because it's
only for boys, the bov who wants to learn to cook something besides the egg
dishes taught in the "cooking for boys" class? If a child is expected to be
interested in only certain areas. chances are high that she or he will react
in accord with the expectations. (The expectation can fulfill the prophecy.)
Girls aren't supposed to be good in math, so. afraid of failure, girls stay away
from math and relate mainly to subjects in which they expect to succeed. It's
time for schools to act to end this Pygmalion effect_

Career Implications. The implications of sex role bias in schools for future
career choice are clear. A limiting experience in school will be likely to lead
to students considering a narrow range of occupadonal options. Starting as
early as kindergarten, when children are presented with the concept of career.
a teacher has the choice of presenting stereotypic or non-stereotypic jobs
that men and women fill. In the past, while men have been shown in a wide
and rich range of occupations, the jobs illustrated for women have been
limited mainly to teacher, secretary, waitress, nurse, librarian, or beautician.
And while women have been expected to work chiefly in these nurturing,
helping capacities. men have largely been excluded from them. Armed with
an awareness of sex role stereotypes, teachers today have an opportunity to
help alter these biases. They can present alternative kinds of role models to
children, and seek or create curriculum materials which encourage career
choices that cross traditional sex barriers.

Unfortunately, many high schools counsel students into stereotyped job
training. discouraging them from entering fields that are typed for the op-
posite sex. Yet. as already mentioned, even if a student isn't actually coun-
seled into or out of a field, the classes and/or vocational training offered in
school strongly influence the choices the student perceives. But perhaps
most important in both elementary and secondary schools, teachers, as
professionals, are models (whether or not they intend to be) who influence
their students' perceptions of career possibilities. Men teach the "intellectual"
subjects of math and science; men are department heads; women teach ele-
mentary school, but men are principals. All around them in school, students
see what is appropriate and inappropriate for men and women in American
society. How can teachers and schools act to change their negative impact
on children's ability to choose and prepare themselves for alternative futures?

ideas For Change

We have already mentioned some wig in which schools and individual
teachers can begin to effect change in breaking down intellectual and career
stereotypes. Here is a more comprehensive list:

Chang the curriculum to relkct diverse opportunitics and learning models
for children.
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'ntil textbooks have been changed t_ show boys and girls, men and
women, in more realistic and non-stcreotypcd roles, point out the stereo-
types in the old books and start discussions on them.
Become aware of how teachers own lives and beliefs reveal stereotyping .
and look at the possibility of eliminating stereotyping from their attitudes
ttbout sex roles.
Start male/female tearn teaching combinations. to provide children with
different styles points of view, skills, and role models.
Several checklists have been created for teachers and counselors which

give a range of both ideas for change and things to watch out for in behavior
and attitudes in the classroom. Some of these items are reprinted below:

Do my lessons include more exciting role models for boys than for girls?
(Do I stereotype women as housewives or workers in menial or supportive
positions?)
Do I expect girls to be more verbal and iirtistic than boys, or boys to be
more mathemidicill and scientific thin) girls?
Do I feel it is more important to help boys sort out career options than
girls?
Do I ask girls to do the housework-type tasks and the boys to do the
executive duties or heavy work?
Do I ever discourage a girl froni going into a career in which there are
few women?
Do I react when I find that there are limited activities for boys in art,
drama, and dance?
Do I reall-y believe that todity i girl's first priority is to plan for marriage
and childbearing? (Women live to N. 74 ye:irs of age and will need to
plan for over 50 years of life which will not be Filled vith childbearing
and childrearinQ.1
Do I find myself encouraging more boys to go to college than girls?
Do I react when I find that more scholarships arc going to boys?
Do I.counsel a pregnant high school woman to go to special classes outside
of the regular school program when it is really her choice by law?
Do I ever counsel the young man who ha cooperated in getting a young
woman preunant?
Do I ever encourage a high school woman or even a younger girl to find
stories and accounts about her story which arc not in the history books?
Do I discuss the dr:ift issue with young high school mcn and open up all
options to them or do I say, -Fighting wars has always been a man's job?"
Do I sav. -Reine the head of the fzumily is u ftither's responsibility?"
Do 1 really believe there is such a thing as a distinct Trude image? (Try
writing a paragraph stating what you think is a male image but do not
put anything in it that could also apply to a female. Think about it.)
(Checklists adapted Iron) "A Ch:alvinistic Index for Etinc;itors" and -How
SeNiCE Arn 1 As .A Counselor?", NEA Conference M:iterials.)
For references to sources of ideas which can begin the process or change

in breaking down sex role stereotypes in schools, refer to the Resources
Section in this handbook.
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Social-Emotional Sex Differences

The term ocial-emotional" refers to traits of personality. social inter-
actions, and expressiveness. as well as interests and play preferences of
children_ Social and emotional characteristics are discussed in this handbook
with specific reference to similarities and differences between females and
males. The information drawn upon comes mainly from results of interest
inventories, personality tests, and adjective checklists.

As was the case with sex differences in intellectual and physical abilities,
there are two basic -explanations" for social and emotional differences:
heredity and environment and 'or socialization. Evidence seems quite con-
clusive that the hormonal differences between the sexes may precipitate dif-
ferences in aggression (Maccoby and Jacklin. 1974 ). All other personality
traits and interests scent to be changeable in accordance with what society
dictates at any given time,

Sex Differences in Mental Health

It has been a general observation that among preschool and elementary
school children girls report more fears and manifest more "nervous habits"
(e.g.. nail biting and thumb sucking ) than boys. On the other hand, "bc-
h:tvior problems- (hyperactivity_ temper tantrums) seem to be more com-
mon among boys (Anastasi, 1958 ), This provides sonle evidence for the
conclusion that there is no sex difference in emotional stability, but there
are clear differences in the way it is manifested. During adolesencc. however,
when measured on inventories of neurotic symptoms, women exhibit a
greater number of neurotic symptoms than men. In fact, on one index, from
ages 14 to IS the median number of neurotic symptoms declines steadily for
boys, while the number rises steadily for girls. In adult groups, sex differences
in this area are upheld. One early study (reported in Anastasi, 1958) found
that women subjects had a significantly higher number of neurotic symptoms;
men studied were significantly more self-confident and self-sufficient. More
recent personality inventories have supported these findings.

Broverman et al.'s (1970 ) survey of 46 male and 33 female clinicians
indicates that healthy women were assumed to differ from healthy men "by
being submissive, less independent, less adventurous, less competent, more
excitable in minor crises, more easily hurt. more emotional, more conceited
about appearance. less objective, less intelligent in mathematics and science."
There seems from this survey to be a double standard for mental health.

"In our societ\ . men and women :ire systematic:illy trained. practically from
birth on. to fulfill different social roles. An admstment notion of health, plus
the existence of differential norms of male and female behavior in our
socico. automatically lead to a double standard of health. Thus, for a woman
to he healthy, trom an adinstment vipoint, she must adiust to and accept
the hehavioral norms for hor sex. even 1110111;11 thew behaviors me menerally
lens socially ilevirable and coacidereil to be lesv healthy for the generaliZed
competent, mature adult, [italics ours]

way of analogy, one could arime that a black person who conformed to
the pro-civil rights' southern Negro stereotype, th: a docile. un:imbitious.
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ote., person, svas well adjusted to his environment and, therefor_
a healthy and rmtture ztdult. Our recent-history testifies to the bankruptcy
ot this concept." Broverman et al., 1970)

Both Ben) (1972) and Chesler (1972) observed that psychologists use
stereotypes of "appropriate" masculine and feminine behavior to make pro-
fessional judgments; women are classified tis healthy, neurotic, or psychotic
according to a male ethic of mental health (for example, in at least one
study the -normal" woman is the unemployed housewife).

-Women who fully act out the conditioned female role" (non-aggression,
timidity, passivity, submissiveness) "are clinically viewed as 'neurotic' or
'psychotie'.... Women who reject or are ambivalent about the feminine
role frighten both themselves and society so much that their ostracism and
self-destructiveness probably begin yerv early." t Chesler. 1972)

Several recent studies investigating how men and women value them-
selves and each other show a devaluation of women. Both men and women
rated qualities associated with the ideal male higher than those associated
with the ideal female ( Rosenkrantz, et al., 1968 ) ; they devalued work done
by women over the same work when it was labelled as normally done by
men ( Mischel. 1973); and they depicted painful and embarrassing things
happening to successful women, good things luippening to successful men
(Monahan, et al.. 1973).

Women's devaluation of themselves seems to be accompanied by anger
and depression over the pressures to accept inferior status. Men are also
under pressure to maintain their masculine qualities. Harford, et al. (1967)
corrdated high masculinity with anxiety, guilt-proneness, tough poise. neu-
roticisni and suspectingness. Low masculinity correlated with warmth;
briOuness, emotiontil stability, sensitivity, bohernianism. and sophistication,
leading one to believe that being highly masculine might not be such a boon
after all.

Two experiments by Bern (1975 ) began by rating college men and
women on a scale of androgeny to determine if androgynous individuals
would be more likely than masculine or feminine individuals to behave with-
out regard to whether a behavior was sex-appropriate. An androgynous sex
role representS' "the equal endorsement of both masculine and feminine
attributes." -found that androgynous subjects of both sexes displayed
"masculine- independence when pressured to conform, and "feminine"
playfulness when given the opportunity to interact with a kitten. All of the
non-androgynous subjects displayed behavioral deficits. The feminine fe-
males showed perhaps the greatest deficit of all. They failed to display inde-
pendence under pressure to conform, and playfulness-Hy interaction with El

kitten, Bem notes that this is not inconsistent with findings that "femininity
in females is generally associated with high anxiety and poor social adjust-
ment

The anxiety of both men and women over role identification points to a
need to examine personality characteristics and interests to see what differ-
ences exist between the two sexes. The following sections examine person-
ality differences as reported in personality inventories and basic research.
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Sex Differences in Personality as Reported in
Inventories of Existing Differences

In a study Sherrill's and McKee (1957). 50 college men and 50 col-
lege women indicated on a checklist the adjectives they would use to describe
"men in general- and -women in general,- The results of this checklist indi-
cated that men were considered: frank and straightforward in social rela-
tionships; intellectually rational and competent; bold and effective in deal-
ing with their environment. Women, on the other hand, were considered to

. possess: social amenities; emotional warmth; concern for affairs besides the
material. It was further shown by this study that men emphasized men's
desirable characteristics on the checklist, and women emphasized women's
neurotieism.

Bennett and Cohen (1959 summarized the 'differences between mascu-
line and feminine approaches under live general principles, which fit in with
most of the reported research on personality differences.

I. Mal.;culine thinking is of less intensity than feminine thinking.
2. Masculine thinking is oriented more in terms of the self, whereas femi-

nine thinking is oriented more in terms of the environment.
3. Masculine thinking anticipates rewards and punishments determined

more as a result of the adequacy or inadequacy of the self, whereas
feminine thinking anticipates rewards/punishments as a result of the
friendship or hostility of the environment.

4. Maseulii.e thinking is associated more with desire for personal achieve-
ment, feminine thinking more with desire for social love or friendship.

5. Masculine :hinking finds value more in nnilevolent trid hostile actions
against a competitive society, whereas feminine thinking finds value
more in fre,.dom from restraint in a friendly and pleasant environment.

Sex Differences in Personality as Reported in
Research on Basic Differences

Reviewers create various categories for discussing personality differences.
Most agree that the basic difference is between masculine aggression and
feminine dependency and nurturance. The descriptions of male and female
personalities compiled front checklists and inventories can be compared
with di,ta front research studies to determine the accuracy of these percep-
tions. In the next few pages several personality traits will be examined in this
way.

Aggrt vion, Nlost evidence indicates that males are the more aggressive
sex.

-In almost ry group that has been observed, there are some women who
are fully as aggressive as the men. Furthermore. an individual's aggressive
behavior is strengthened, weakened. re-directed or altered in form by his
or her unique pattern of experiences. All we mean to argue is that there is a
sex-linked differential readiness to respond in aggressive ways to the relevant
experience." I Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974)

There are a few exceptions to dic lindings that males are more aggressive:
in a compilation of research on aggression from 1934 to 1966, 9 out of 53
studies showed no differences between males and females in aggression;
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7 out of 5 studies s crc positive for females. These seven studies showed that
females were Ingher than moles on outward oggression toward odults, pro-
soci,11 .iggression, covert hostility, verb:0 aggression, and anxiety and poilt
:ill( tut aggression ( Nlaecoby, 1966 ), Garai f 1970 ) observed that women give
%en( to their augressie tendencies through verbal behavior, and men more
often resort to physieally antisocial t.ind destructive actions.

AN mentioned earlier in our section on physical differences. Maceobv and
Jacklin ( 1974 infer i biochemical contribution to the greater aggression
ot males beelu,,e ( I sex differences in aggression are found to be cross-
culturolly uno.ersol; ( 2 ) sex differences are found Ns early in life as behavior
can [lc (Olsen, ed, and ellanges with age appear to he caused more by hormone
le ck than h soeialization: (31 similar differences in !non ond sub-human
primittes are found in oggression: (4 ) women can he made nunT oggressive
through parmatol administration ot male hormones.

A cross-cultural summory of SO: differences tovross color, culture, and
economic groups, tound a behavioral Mt:fence between the sexes in aggres-
sion. 13()%,s engtiged in nuire "mock lighting,- exchanQed more verbal insults,
tind were more likely than girls to eounterattack. Boys were more aggressive
with other hovs. esen ,it 18 months of ye (Whiting ond Pope, 1974 ) .

Omark, °mark, and Edelman I 1973 ) made thne-sampled observations in
the L.S., Switzerlond, and Ethiopia of children on the playground. They de-
fined :iggression tis pushing or hitting without smiling, and found a greater
incidence ot aggression in boys m all throe societies.

As idreody stated, occording to Maceohy ond Jacklin (1974 ) , the two
se es I leci differential readiness to display aggression, particularly in -the
presence ot certain stimulanne conditions. 1 he male has a greater tendency
to iittock or retaliate in certain interpersonal situations, It is interesting. how-
ever. that in a study of nursery school children, Patterson (1974 ) found that
girls iA ere no inore or less likely than boys to cry or yield to aggression.

Some of the findings on aggression are conflicting. For example: there
seems to be no sex difference in verbal aggression in children ( Bandura and
Huston, 1961 ): bo:ys in nursery school display more physical and verbal
aggression than girls (Sears, et al.. 1965 ) : boys are higher than girls on
verbal aggression in interactions with their mothers (Hatfield, et al 1967) t
boys are more aggressive only in their physical behavior, not their verbal
behavior ( Mehttyre, 1972 ). The contlicting data point up a need for further
research.

Although there is ereat evidence for a hormonal base of aggression. the
social learning side cannot be ignored. Boys ore usually encouraged, or at
lettst not discour,iged, from displaying physical aggession. This behavior is
definitely discouraged as being inappropriate for girls, who instead receive
reinforcement for ;nore dependent behavior.

Evidence for the influence of social factors on aggression is reported by
Bandura (1965 I. He found that boys do more spontaneous copying of mod-
eh:d aggression than girls, but that sex differences were reduced if children
were rewarded for performing as many of the model's aggressive responses
as they could remember. Girls notiad and remembered more of the modeled
aggression than was evident from their ,pontoneous behavior, These results
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suggest tha although boys and girls possess similar knowledge of aggressive

re/Tonses. they differ in the performance of these responses because of differ-
ential consequences which they both receive and observe.

Other studies of modeled aggression ( Maecoby and Wilson. 1957; Moore,
1 Kagan and Moss. 1962 show that girls don't nonce or retain the de-
tails modeled aggression to the same extent that boys do.

It is clear that eirk do have a great deal ot information about aggression
which they ntner put into practice. I-he cluestion k whether their failure to
perform ageresso.e actions is to he attributed to anxiety-based mhihition that
has been developed as a result of negative socialization pressure in the past.
11-11, is :01 emraordinaril\ difficult hypothesis either to falsify or confirm."

ecohy and Jack lin. 1974)

luct as males arc assumed to he the aggresso.e sex, females are
described as passive. A passive-ckpendent person is more _riented toward
social stimuli: more in need of affection, attention, or approval from others:
prefers to remain near others and resists being alone; and responds to danger
or difficulty by seeking protection or help (as c,pposed to counter-attacking,
investigating the danger, or coping directly with the problem). These charac-
teristics are consistently assigned to girls and women by the society.

The gener,dization thtit girls are initially more passive and dependent than
boys cannot be accepted in early childhood, since studies of attachment con-
clude that dependency and auachment behavior are characteristic of all
human children with little or no differentiation by sex from infancy through
preschool ( Maceoby and Jacklin, 1972 ). in early childhood, the sexes are
similar in their willingness to explore a new environment; both sexes are
highly responsive to social situations of all kinds. Girls arc more willing to
carry out demands of adults, but this compliance can be active as well as
passive (e.g., running errands, performing services). There is no difference
between boys and girls in Yielding or withdrawing from aggression (Mac-
coin and Jacklin. 1974).

Nell-twain. or Parental Behavior. Nurturanee is the giving of aid and com-
fort to others, often to those in a weaker or dependent position. We com-
monly associate the care of infants and children with nurturance and, again,
this is a quality more often attributed to females than to males.

A stpdy of rats (Rosenblatt, 1969) found that both virgin females and
males will show maternal behavior (licking crouching over young, retriev-
ing young) after about five days if a fresh litter of newborns is given to
them each day. Rosenberg and co-workers (1971) report that male rats
are likely to kill the first few litters given to them. hut that their aggressien
diminishes after they have been put with several fresh litters.

Among sub-human primates there is a great variability between species
in the degree to which males participate in caring for young (Maccoby and
Jacklin. 1974). fn human beings. no parallel studies of fathers exist at this
time. (A project in the psychology department at Stanford University has
studied responses of mothers and fathers to live-month-old infants, but this
data has not been analyzed at this writing.)
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-.-Xmon. human beings. the comparative nur mance potential et the tWO
infants and children k simply not know n. Extrapolating from

is known about animals much lower than man, it would appear possible
that the hormones associated with pregnancy, childbirth, and lactation may
contribute to a 'readiness to care for a young infant on the part oi a woman
kkho has just given birth." Maceoby and Jaeklin, 1974)

In a study conducted across six cultures, Whiting and Pope (1974 ) found
that in children between ayes three and six, there was only a tendency for
±!irls to show more nurturant behavior than boys. This finding, however.
was not consistent across the six cultures, and the differences in behavior
tere not large. In the same study, girls between ages seven and eleven were
much (mire nurturant than boys, especially in giving emotional support.

oad Fear. There scents to be a sex difference in the kind and
amount of anxiety oxperienced by mules and females; the difference may
be biologically ba,ed.

Female inf;ints display feir itid an iety with slightly more frequency
and intensity than male infants. There are two possible reasons for this,
according to Kagan ( 1972 ), One is that physical development is more rapid
in infant females and therefore they have more advanced development of
the myelin sheath around the axons of the central nervous system, and of
bone and muscle, If it follows that a female infant is also ahead of a male
infant in psvchologic:il functioning. misons Kagin, then she might have ;t
better articulated idea of her life space. Thus, if the child is able to be alerted

new situations but cannot yet understand them, she will cry in fear be-
cause shc can neither assimilate the experience nor withdraw from it. In
other words, the earlier and more frequent occurrences of fear in the girl
may reflect the fact that she has developed faster.

the imam hal-Mu:111v withdraws as a response to fear during the first
ear of lite a strong tendene: ,o display that behavior can be established.

If this artunent has any merit it might help explain why girls and older
women are more likely to withdraw and show more cautiousness in fearful
eontests than males." 1Kacan. 1972)

Kag;in's other supposition about the difference in frequency of the display
of fear k that male babies are more likely to issue a response in an uncertain
situation, and this action diverts them from the source of frustration and
aborts fear. By contrast, at four months, girls begin to irihibit active motoric
responses in strange situations.

A source of anxiety which may be manifested in different ways for both
men and women is conflict over role identification. It was pointed out earlier
that Inc n who rate high on scales of masculinity are also high in anxiety and
prone to guilt.] his suggests that highly masculine men show anxiety about
maintaining their masculinity. In one case men with high voices worried
about their masculinity and felt they were iosing self-esteem. Their anxiety
wils relieved by learning to deepen their voices by pressing on their voice
boxes ( Frazier and Sadker, 1973 ), Anxiety caused from worry over sex-
typed behaviors might better be alleviated by loosening the sbcially dictated
boundaries of appropriate and inappropriate masculine and feminine be-
haviors.
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Maecobv ond Jack lin (1974 point out a potential probletn in studies
lesan armicty. -i)bserv;ffional studies of tearful behavior usually don't
find sex ditferences, teacher ratings and sell-reports usually find girls more

onxious. In the ease of sell-reports, the problem is to know whether the
resitits reflect 'rear differences. or only differences in willingness to report
,inxions feelings.- Because al these le:1',OIM measures other than self-
reporting are needed to chit-fly die meaning of girls' greater sell-attribution
of tears and imxiet

Other Pervonality l)ifference) Some other cliffcrences that have been
h:i,pothesized or assumed to exist between the sexes are propensity to take
risks and initiative

iencrally spc.iking, 0.011101 ,,cem imi be less riven to taking risks than
men. Kotfan and Wallach 1964 I found that tins difference interacts in a
eomplex way with variation in the nature of the task or situ,tIioit and with
the personality traits of anxiety and defensiveness.

I here is an assertion that hoys are more likely to be the initiators and
girls the reactors in interactions between the sexes, 1 here is little observa-
tional data to draw on in this area. The hypothesis is complicated too by the
fact that, in ;I Skh:ial InterUction, the girl can take the initiative by setting up
a situation for the (Ilan to take the initiativeinitiating hut still following the
prescription for "feminine- hehovior. '1-here apparently is also a dearth of
studies that show IA Inch sex initiiite,; interaction among children (Maceoby
and Jacklin. 1972 t,

ho research does not give us eyidellec of a larFe sex difference in Per-
sonality Chatacterkfics. The strongest difference is in aggiession, with males
sfiown to he fuOi'e pliviefilly aggressive than females. In other areas, such

nurturimee and affiliation and pissi'ity. there is either not enough con-
clusive evidence or studies have not been done, to support significant sex
differences. .i\gain the conclusion must he that there is a greater variety in
personality between individuals than between the groups of male and female,

Sex Differences in Play Preferences
Garai and Seheinfold (1968) reported sex ditTerenees found in preschool

pItty. Boys, they miLl surpass girls in restlessness zind general ,Ictivity. They
use i lorger play area, pl:iy nlore often with blocks and all types of vehicles,
and are more proficient in motor skills. Boys build tall structures and often
destroy the structures they have created. Girls arc said to prefer more sed-
ent,iry games. I hey 1.1tit:: a smaller play space than boys, and choose easier
and netirer eoals in their play. The structures they build are more horizontkil,
and haw static interiors, These findings tempt one to ask again: "How many
of these differences are learned difTerencesT'

Play becomes increasingly sex-typed in the child's first three years. From
the age of three, boys show consistent preference for a sex-appropriate role
in games. Girls devt.lop this preference for a sex-appropriate role later than
boys. Ross and Ross (1972 ) conducted a study to determine if preschool
hoys in it schonl ;eitine would resist playing with sex-inappropriate toys when
urted to do , a teacher they respected and wanted to please. The in-
vestigtttors found that both boys imd girls resisted choosing a sex-inappro
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priate toy offered them by the ,icher, 'Illey resisted by arguing with the
teacher. derogating the teacher in her absence, getting social support from
their peers. and getting non-social support by choosing a sex-appropriate
book. Although both boys and girls resisted the sex-inappropriate toy,
the investigators found that the boys were under greater pressure than
girls to eNlubit sex-appropriate behavior, and were embarrassed by the sex-
inappropriate toy, whereas girls were not. Boys showed aroiiety at the sex-
inappropriate choices made for them by the teacher; girls showed only a
dissatisfaction with the sex-inappropriate toy, but no anxiety.

Many games classified as "exclusively masculine- in 1926 appear on
girls' lists of favorite games today, therefore leaving very few which appear
only on the boys hsts. In I 960 only 18 gtunes were chissified as specifically
masculine, but there were 40 that were typically feminine 1 Gar:u and Schein-
feld. 1968 I.

At about age 10. when they narrow down their play preferences fo typ-
icidly -masculine- ettmes, boys begin to adapt their play to voetition,d pref-'
erences. Tyler ( 1968 ) maintains that play preferences are precursors of
educational and vocational preferences in later life. For boys, school achieve-
ment, intelligence, and play preferences are all positively related to future
oceupatiimal goals. There seems to he no such relationship for girls that has
been reported so far.

The Role of the School
The school plays a rok in the stereotyping. of social and emotional attri-

butes of boys and girls as it does with other attributes. It rewards and rein-
forces girls for silence, neatness, and conformity, and for docile compliance
to school rules and norms. "For good grades and teacher praise, the grade
school bargains away her willine,ness to deal with challenging material and
difficult problems- (.Sadker and Sadker. 1972). Girls' social skills are re-
inforced to the detriment of their intellectual and physical beings.

len on Words and Im=s identified many ways in which girls are
portrayed in elementary school readers as being inferior to boys in social
and emotional traits:

"Iii:,!enuity. Creiltiyity. 13% very. Perseverance, Achievement. Adventurous-
ness. (Curiosity, SporNmanshw, (teneranytty, Autonomy, Self-Respect. I he
ill..ielopment and display of these traits is,lhe major theme of the great
majority ot reader stories. These are the traits universally regarded in our
sociofy a; po;itive and destrahlc, They sprimi front a solid sense of self and
tire considered not merely socially useful hut necessary for survival 3ti welt.
ThOse who po;se,s such traits can he said to hove power over thQmselves.
their surroundings. and their circumstances. They 'have it made.' Who are
the chosQn 011eN who virtually monopollie the leading roles in these tales?
Males --young ;Ind old. The odds :wainst females rna_kin it are lour to tme.

men on Words and Iniat!e;. 1972)

.1-11e other side of the coin is that boys in readers are discouraged from
showing their emotions, from exhibiting nurturing behavior, from displaying
any tender fk:clings. As we have seen, there is a much greater burden on boys
than on .girls to hide sex-inappropriatc behavior, ft cannot be healthy for
children of either sex to have to inhibit many of their feelings because they're
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f el or di) somethi4 if they're male or female. "Future
rea . should respect the claim of each of us to all traits we regard as
human, not assign them arbitrarily according to preconceived notions of
sex role," ; Women on Words and Images, 1972). This applies to every
phas,2 of school life. not only to the books children are given to read.

After summarizing the literature, we agree with Maccoby and Jacklin's
statement 9731 that women and girls arc just as likely is boys and men to
be energetic, independent, and exploratory, and that boys and girls arc
equally capable of close attachment to other human beings. The inherent
differences between the sexes seem therefore to place few constraints upon
the development of their personalities, which are simply human rather than
female or male.
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The FAR WEST LABORATORY FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT is a public non-profit organization located in the
San Francisco Bay Area and supported in part by the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
The Laboratory's mission is to carry out surveys, research, development,
and demonstrzitions in education and to disseminate information derived
from such activities. Programs conducted by the Laboratory will offer a clear
and firm prospect of being implemented by schools and other educational
agencies. Development of new materials and techniques, their evaluation
in educational settings, and their demonstnitiontogether with accompa-
nying programs of teacher, and/er administrator, and/or parent education
will be the focus of the Laboratory's work. In the course of these efforts, the
aim will be to assure that the evaluated oalcomes of research and develop-
ment are effectively presented to schools aud other educational agencies.
Educational development is a new discipline, It involves, first, focusing on an
important but specific area in need of improvement and then inventing, field
testing, and validating a generally useful solution to that problem or Tieed.
The solution may be a new self-contained product or an alternative prOCess
or system to be used bY educators, by students, by parents, or by all of them
together.

All Laboratory products undergo a rigorous research and development cycle
prior to release for reproduction and distribution by other agencies. At least
three phases of field testingwork with a prototype, a supervised perfor-
mance field test, and an operational test under normal user conditions with-
out Laboratory participationprecede formal external review and an official
decision on acceptability. In view of this thorough evaluation, those who
adopt Laboratory products and processes can know with certainty the kind
of outcomes they can anticipate in their own educational setting.
The work of the Laboratory is governed by a Board of Directors appointed
by the major educational agencies in the states of California, Nevada, and
Utah.

John K. Hemphill
Laboratory Director
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